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CENTER FOR BLACK MUSIC RESEARCH COLLECTION 
The Eileen Southern Papers, 1803 [1974-1997], 1996 
 
EXTENT  
Papers: 51 boxes, 25.5 linear feet 
Books: 24 linear feet 
 
COLLECTION SUMMARY 
The Eileen Southern Papers contains documents and information that was drawn upon by 
Southern in her published books and articles and in the journal she and her husband, Joseph 
Southern, published from 1973 until 1990, The Black Perspective in Music. Also included within 
this collection are some of the papers from when Southern served as Department Chair of the 
Afro-American Studies Department at Harvard and the correspondence between W. C. Handy 
and William Grant Still. Among the numerous photographs in this collection, most are 
promotional images of African American singers and musicians, and reproductions of paintings 
and sketches from the 19th and early 20th century depicting both free Blacks and slaves. Most 
unique of the photographs are found in Series 19, Photographs, Africa, which are snapshots of 
various indigenous tribes, their ceremonial dances, costumes, and instruments which Southern 
took during her several trips to countries in Africa during the 1980s. 
 
PROCESSING INFORMATION 
The Eileen Southern Collection was processed with funding provided through a Preservation 
and Access Grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The collection was 
processed by and this finding aid was created by Margaret Gonsalves in 2006. 
 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE 
Eileen Jackson Southern was born February 19, 1920 in Minneapolis, Minnesota to Walter 
Wade and Lilla (Gibson) Jackson and was the eldest of two or three daughters. Southern 
attended public schools in Minneapolis, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and, finally, Chicago, where 
she graduated from Lindblom High School, majoring in commercial art. Her parents divorced 
when she was 8 years old but Southern remained in close contact with her father, a chemistry 
professor and violinist, thus beginning what would become her passions of teaching and music. 
Southern gave her first piano recital at the age of 12 and made her debut in Chicago’s 
Orchestra Hall at age 19, playing a Mozart concerto with the Chicago Musical College 
Symphony Orchestra. Although she studied the traditional white classical genius of Bach and 
Beethoven, her music teachers, most of whom were white, also felt it important that she learn 
about black musicians such as R. Nathanial Dett. She attended and received degrees in 
musicology from the University of Chicago [B.A., 1940, and M.A., 1941) and began her teaching 
career at the Prairie View University in Hempstead, Texas (1941-42) where she met, and later 
married, Joseph Southern; they had two children, April and Edward. After leaving Texas, 
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Southern was assistant professor at Southern University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (1943–45 
and again from 1949–51), a teacher for the New York City Board of Education and instructor 
(1960-64), and assistant professor (1964-69) at Brooklyn College, City University of New York. 
Throughout the 1940s and until the mid-1950s Southern also pursued a career as a concert 
pianist. 
According to her husband, the life of a concert pianist didn’t appeal to her, and so turned her 
focus to scholarship, particularly the origins and development of Black music. Southern received 
her Ph.D. from New York University in 1961. She served as associate professor (1969-71) and 
professor (1972-74) of York College, City University of New York. In 1974 Southern began her 
tenure at Harvard University serving as lecturer in music and in 1976 she received full 
professorship and a dual appointment in Afro-American studies and music. With her new dual 
post Southern became Harvard’s first black female tenured professor and was appointed chair 
of the Afro-American Studies Department, serving from 1975 – 1979; she retired from teaching 
in 1987. Southern also authored, co- authored, and contributed to many works on musical 
history and black American music, including The Buxheim Organ Book (Brooklyn: Institute of 
Mediaeval Music, 1963), The Music of Black Americans: A History (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1971 and 3rd edition, 1997), Readings in Black American Music (New York: W.W. Norton, 1971 
and 2nd edition, 1983), Anonymous Chansons in MS El Escorial Biblioteca del Monasterio, IV a 
24 (1981), Biographical Dictionary of Afro-American and African Musicians (Westport, Ct.: 
Greenwood Press, 1982), African-American Traditions in Song, Sermon, Tale, and Dance, 1630 
– 1920; An Annotated Bibliography (with Josephine Wright, New York: Greenwood Press, 
1990), Nineteenth Century African-American Musical Theater (New York: Garland Publishing, 
1994), as well as contributor of numerous articles to professional journals. From 1973 to 1990, 
Southern along with her husband, produced and served as editors for the biannual journal The 
Black Perspective in Music. Southern also received several honorary degrees including Master 
of Art from Harvard University in 1976 and Doctor of Arts from Columbia College Chicago in 
1985. Southern was active in the Girl Scouts U.S.A. and she held active memberships in the 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the International Musicological 
Society, the American Musicological Society, the Sonneck American Music Society, the 
Renaissance Society, Phi Beta Kappa, and Alpha Kappa Alpha. Southern also received 
numerous awards over the course of her lifetime; included are the  Alumni Achievement award 
from University of Chicago (1970), the Deems Taylor award from the American Society of 
Composers (1973), the Peabody Medal from Johns Hopkins University (1991), the National 
Humanities medal from the President of the United States (2002) and she was a grant recipient 
from the National Endowment of the Humanities (1979-83).  
In 1992, her fellow scholars prepared a book of essays dedicated to her works: New 
Perspectives on Music: Essays in Honor of Eileen Southern (Warren, Mi.: Harmonie Park 
Press). To quote Dr. Samuel Floyd in the Introduction of New Perspectives, Other works 
Southern authored, edited, co-authored, or co-edited include: Images: Iconography of Music in 
African-American Culture (1770s – 1920s) (co-authored with Josephine Wright; New York: 
Garland Publishing, 2000), African American Theater: Out of Bondage (1876) and Peculiar 
Sam, or The Underground Railroad (1879) (New York: Garland, 1994). Eileen Southern died 
October 17, 2002 from complications of Alzheimer’s.  
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SCOPE & CONTENT/COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 
The Eileen Southern Papers consists of correspondence, photographs, newspaper clippings, 
concert brochures and programs, postcards, musical scores, biographical material, and 
manuscripts. The bulk of the collection is made up of newspaper clippings and other secondary 
articles regarding 20th century Black musical artists, composers and scholars, discussing their 
performing careers and achievements. Included within these series is a voluminous amount of 
correspondence between Southern and these same scholars, musicians, singers, and 
composers, their agents, and/or family members, newspaper clippings, and photographs from 
the United States, Africa, the Caribbean, Great Britain and other parts of Europe.  
ARRANGEMENT 
Original order has been maintained as much as possible. The collection is then arranged within 
each series alphabetically by folder title and is then chronologically arranged within each folder. 
 
SEPARATED MATERIALS 
• Cassettes of interviews by Eileen Southern  
• Books from the library of Eileen Southern 
 
A listing of these materials is included after the collection container list.  
An alphabetical list of correspondence names with box and folder listings for each author is after 
the container list section. 
 
Series list: 
1. Biographical material 
2. Name file – Contemporary 
3. Name file – Pre 20th Century 
4. Name file – Caribbean 
5. Name file – African 
6. Name file – Blues 
7. Name file – Gospel 
8. Name file – Early Theatre & concert 
9. Black Musical Theater 
10. [Historical background material] 
11. Folklore 
12. Black Perspective in Music [BPiM] 
13. Organizations and projects 
14. [Oversized copies] 
15. Harvard Afro-American Studies 
16. W. C. Handy papers 
17. Correspondence files 
18. Photographs, alphabetical 
19. Photographs, Africa 
20. Photographs, 19th Century 
21. Photographs, 19th Century, negatives 
22. Postcard collection 
23. Photographs – oversized 
24. Musical scores, published original 
25. Musical scores, photocopies 
26. Musical scores, covers only 
27. Out of Bondage 
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RELATED MATERIALS 
Eileen Southern Personal Archive, Harvard University Archives. The collection consists of 
correspondence, writings, and publications that chronicle her time as a Harvard College 
professor and as Chair of the Afro-American Department, as well as her tenure at the City 
University of New York, and retirement. 
Portrait, Harvard University Portrait Collection, Commissioned by the Harvard Foundation, 
Harvard Art Museums.  
ACQUISITION SOURCE 
The Eileen Southern Papers were received as a donation from Joseph Southern in 2003. 
 
SUBJECT HEADINGS 
Correspondence, Music-19th century, Music-20th century, African Americans-Music, African 
Americans-composers, Composers, Black, Musicians-Black, photographs, Caribbean, Africa, 
United States, Scores, Gospel music, Blues music  
 
ACCESS STATEMENT 
Materials designated as restricted materials are housed in specially marked folders, 
otherwise the collection is open and available for research use.  
 
RIGHTS STATEMENT 
United States copyright restrictions apply to the materials in this collection. 
 
PREFERRED CITATION 
Eileen Southern Papers, Center for Black Music Research, Columbia College Chicago, 
Chicago, Illinois.  
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The Eileen Southern Papers Collection Inventory 
Series 1: Biographical material-contains information about Eileen Southern. 
Series 2 through Series 8: -arranged alphabetically by subject or period, these series 
contain information by, about, or from musical artists, ethnomusicologists, and 
researchers. 
Series 2: Name File – Contemporary 
Series 3: Name File – Pre 20th Century 
Series 4: Name File – Caribbean 
Series 5: Name File – African 
Series 6: Name File – Blues 
Series 7: Name File – Gospel 
Series 8: Name File – Early theatre & concert 
Series 9: Black Musical Theater 
Series 10: [Historical Background Material] 
Series 11: Folklore  
Series 12: The Black Perspective in Music [BPiM]-information about this journal she 
edited. 
Series 13: Organizations and projects 
Series 14: [Oversized Copies] 
Series 15: Harvard Afro-American Studies-materials relating to her time at Harvard 
University 
Series 16: W. C. Handy papers – correspondence of William Christopher Handy, an 
American composer, from 1935 through 1958. 
Series 17: Correspondence files-arranged alphabetically by last name. 
Series 18: Photographs, alphabetical -by last name. 
Series 19: Photographs, Africa 
Series 20: Photographs, 19th Century 
Series 21: Photographs, 19th Century negatives 
Series 22: Postcards  
Series 23: Photographs, oversized 
Series 24: Musical Scores, published, original 
Series 25: Musical Scores, photocopies 
Series 26: Musical Scores, covers only 
Series 27: African American Theater: Out of Bondage-materials related to her 
editing of 19th century theater works. 
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Container List 
Box 1, Series 1 [1:1] 
1. Biographical material 
 
Series 2 [1:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary; Abdul through Anderson 
1. Abdul, Raoul Ahmed [1 folder] 
2. Abrams, Muhal [1 folder] 
3. Adams 
3.1 Adams, Alton [1 folder] 
3.2 Adams, Elwyn [1 folder] 
3.3 Adams, Leslie [1 folder] 
4. Adderley 
4.1 Adderley, Julian “Cannonball”, Jr. [1 folder] 
4.2 Adderley, Nat [1 folder] 
5. Addison, Adelle [1 folder] 
6. Aldridge 
6.1 Aldridge, Amanda [1 folder] 
6.2 Aldridge, Ira [1 folder] 
7. Alexander 
7.1 Alexander, Brooks [1 folder] 
7.2 Alexander, Harold [1 folder] 
7.3 Alexander, Monty [1 folder] 
8. Ali, Rasheed [1 folder] 
9. Allen 
9.1 Allen, Betty [1 folder] 
9.2 Allen, Sanford [1 folder] 
9.3 Allen, William D. [2 folders] 
9.4 Allen, Wilmer T. [1 folder] 
10. Alvis, Hayes [1 folder] 
11. Ammons 
11.1 Ammons, Albert [1 folder] 
11.2 Ammons, Gene “Jug” [1 folder] 
12. Amoaku, William [1 folder] 
13. Anderson 
13.1 Anderson, Fred [1 folder] 
13.2 Anderson, Marian [1 folder] 
13.3 Anderson, Thomas Jefferson [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 2; Series 2 [2:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary -Anderson through Berry 
           13. Anderson [continued] 
13.4 Anderson, Walter F. [1 folder] 
13.5 Anderson, William Alonzo “Cat” [1 folder] 
14. Apple, Darwin [1 folder] 
15. Armatrading, Joan [1 folder] 
16. Armstrong 
16.1 Armstrong, Lillian “Lil” Hardin [1 folder] 
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16.2 Armstrong, Louis [1 folder] 
16.3 Armstrong, Lucille [1 folder] 
17. Arroyo, Martina [1 folder] 
18. Art Ensemble of Chicago [1 folder] 
19. Ashby, Reggie [1 folder] 
20. Ashford & Simpson [1 folder] 
21. Atkins 
21.1 Atkins, Carl J. [1 folder] 
21.2 Atkins, Russell [1 folder] 
22. Avant-garde [1 folder] 
23. Axelsen, Doris [1 folder] 
24. Ayers, Roy [1 folder] 
25. Ayler 
25.1 Ayler, Albert [1 folder] 
25.2 Ayler, Donald [1 folder] 
26. A miscellaneous [1 folder] 
27. Bailey 
27.1 Bailey, Ben 
Tougaloo University Concert Programs, 1893 – 1951  [1 folder] 
NEH Grant Proposals & Reports [1 folder] 
                                  Opera South [1 folder] 
27.2 Bailey, Deford [1 folder] 
27.3 Bailey, Pearl [1 folder] 
28. Baker 
28.1 Baker, David [1 folder] 
28.2 Baker, Josephine [1 folder] 
29. Balthrop, Carmen [1 folder] 
30. Barker, Danny [1 folder] 
31. Barrett 
31.1 Barrett, DeLois [1 folder] 
31.2 Barrett, Nerine [1 folder] 
32. Bartz, Gary [1 folder] 
33. Bascomb, Albert [1 folder] 
34. Basie, Count [1 folder] 
35. Bassey, Shirley [1 folder] 
36. Bates 
36.1 Bates, Leon [1 folder] 
36.2 Bates, Peg Leg [1 folder] 
37. Battle, Kathleen [1 folder] 
38. Bechet, Sidney [1 folder] 
39. Belafonte, Harry [1 folder] 
40. Benson, George [1 folder] 
41. Benton, Brook [1 folder] 
42. Berry, Chuck [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 3; Series 2 [3:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary- Bibb through Butcher 
43. Bibb, Leon [1 folder] 
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44. Bibliography [1 folder] 
45. Billups, Kenneth [1 folder] 
46. Bios to be written [1 folder] 
47. Black Colleges [1 folder] 
48. Black History Bios [1 folder] 
49. Black Perspectives in Music [1 folder] 
50. Blake, Eubie [1 folder] 
51. Blakey, Art [1 folder] 
52. Blanchard, Terence [1 folder] 
53. Blanton, Carol [1 folder] 
54. Blind Artists [1 folder] 
55. Blues [1 folder] 
56. Boatner, Edward Hammond [1 folder] 
57. Boatwright, McHenry [1 folder] 
58. Bolden, Buddy [1 folder] 
59. Bonds, Margaret [1 folder] 
60. Bonnemere, Edward “Eddie” [1 folder] 
61. Booth, Alan [1 folder] 
62. Bowie, Lester [1 folder] 
63. Boyer, Clarence [aka Boyer, Horace Clarence] [1 folder] 
64. Bradford, Nancy [1 folder] 
65. Braithwaite, James Roland [1 folder] 
66. Brand, Dollar [Abdullah Ebrahim] [1 folder] 
67. Braxton, Anthony [1 folder] 
68. Brewster, Robert [1 folder] 
69. Brice  
 69.1 Brice, Carol [1 folder] 
 69.2 Brice, Eugene [1 folder] 
70. Bridgewater, Dee Dee [1 folder] 
71. Brooks, Tilford [1 folder] 
72. Brown  
 72.1 Brown, Clifford [1 folder] 
 72.2 Brown, J. Harold [1 folder] 
 72.3 Brown, James [1 folder] 
 72.4 Brown, Lawrence [1 folder] 
 72.5 Brown, Marion [1 folder] 
 72.6 Brown, Mel [1 folder] 
 72.7 Brown, Oscar [Sr.] [1 folder] 
 72.8 Brown, Oscar, Jr. [1 folder] 
 72.9 Brown, Ruth [1 folder] 
 72.10 Brown, Thelma [1 folder] 
 72.11 Brown, William [1 folder] 
73. Bryan, Tim [1 folder] 
74. Bryant, Joyce [1 folder] 
75. Buckner, Milt [1 folder] 
76. Bumbry, Grace [1 folder] 
77. Burgie, Irving [1 folder] 
78. Burleigh, Henry [1 folder] 
79. Burrell, Kenny [1 folder] 
80. Butcher, Vada [1 folder] 
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Box 4; Series 2 [4:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Byard through Cooper 
81. Byard, Jaki [1 folder] 
82. Byas, Don [1 folder] 
83. Byrd  
 83.1 Byrd, Donald [1 folder] 
 83.2 Byrd, Henry Roeland “Fess” [Professor Longhair] [1 folder] 
84. B Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
85. Calloway  
 85.1 Calloway, Blanche [1 folder] 
 85.2 Calloway, Cab [1 folder] 
 85.3 Calloway, Catto [1 folder] 
 85.4 Calloway, Earl [1 folder] 
86. Campbell, Lucie [1 folder] 
87. Capers, Valerie [1 folder] 
88. Carey, Thomas [1 folder] 
89. Carney, Harry [1 folder] 
90. Carroll, Diahann [1 folder] 
91. Carter  
 91.1 Carter, Benny [1 folder] 
 91.2 Carter, Betty [1 folder] 
 91.3 Carter, John [1 folder] 
 91.4 Carter, Ron [1 folder] 
95. Castor, Jimmy [1 folder] 
96. Cato, Minto [1 folder] 
97. Celestin, Oscar “Papa” [1 folder] 
98. Chambers  
 98.1 Chambers Brothers, The [1 folder] 
 98.2 Chambers, Paul [1 folder] 
 98.3 Chambers, Stephen [See also Name file; Hakim] [1 folder] 
99. Charles, Ray [1 folder] 
100. Christian, Charlie [1 folder] 
101. Clark, E. Rogie [1 folder] 
102. Clarke, Stanley [1 folder] 
103. Clinton, George [1 folder] 
104. Cobb, Arnett [1 folder] 
105. Cobham, Billy [1 folder] 
106. Cole  
 106.1 Cole, Frances [1 folder] 
 106.2 Cole, Ike [1 folder] 
 106.3 Cole, Nat [1 folder] 
 106.4 Cole, Natalie [1 folder] 
 106.5 Cole, Reuben Jay [1 folder] 
107. Coleman, Ornette [1 folder] 
108. Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel [1 folder] 
109. Collymore, Winston [1 folder] 
110. Coltrane, John [1 folder] 
111. Conductors [1 folder] 
112. Conrad, Barbara [1 folder] 
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113. Cooper  
 113.1 Cooper, Clarence [1 folder] 
 113.2 Cooper, Maurice [1 folder] 
 113.3 Cooper, William Benjamin [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 5; Series 2 [5:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Cordero through Dixon 
114. Cordero, Roque [1 folder] 
115. Corea, Chick [1 folder] 
116. Coston, Jean [1 folder] 
117. Coteau, Denis de [1 folder] 
118. Crawford, Hank [1 folder] 
119. Creach, Papa John [1 folder] 
120. Crowder, Henry [1 folder] 
121. Crusaders, The [1 folder] 
122. C Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
123. Da Costa, Noel [1 folder] 
124. Dafora [1 folder] 
125. Dale, Clamma [1 folder] 
126. Dandridge, Dorothy [1 folder] 
127. Davenport, Cow Cow [1 folder] 
128. Daniels  
 128.1 Daniels, Billy [1 folder] 
 
129. 
128.2 
Davis 
129.1 
Daniels, Dee Dee 
 
Davis, Anthony 
                             [1 folder] 
 
                            [1 folder] 
  129.2 Davis, Clifton [1 folder] 
 129.3 Davis, Ellebelle [1 folder] 
 129.4 Davis, Miles [1 folder] 
 129.5 Davis, Nathan [1 folder] 
 129.6 Davis, Sammy, Jr. [1 folder] 
 129.7 Davis, Wayne [1 folder] 
130. Davy, Gloria [1 folder] 
131. Dawson, William L. [1 folder] 
132. De Bose, Tourgee [1 folder] 
133. De Paur, Leonard [1 folder] 
134. Deppe, Lois [1 folder] 
135. De Priest, James [1 folder] 
136. Des Verney, Bertha [1 folder] 
137. Dickerson, Roger [1 folder] 
138. Dixon, [Charles] Dean [1 folder] 
 
Box 6; Series 2 [6:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Dobbs through Freeman 
139. Dobbs, Mattiwilda [1 folder] 
140. Dolphy, Eric [1 folder] 
141. Donnegan, Dorothy [1 folder] 
142. Drifters, The [1 folder] 
143. Duke, George [1 folder] 
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144. Dunbar, Rudolph [1 folder] 
145. Duncan  
 145.1 Duncan, John [1 folder] 
 145.2 Duncan, Todd [1 folder] 
146. Dunham, Katherine [1 folder] 
147. Dyett, Henri [1 folder] 
148. D Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
149. De Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
150. Earth, Wind, & Fire [1 folder] 
151. Eaton, Roy [1 folder] 
152. Eckstine, Billy [1 folder] 
153. Edison, Harry “Sweets” [1 folder] 
154. Ekwueme, Laz [1 folder] 
155. El-Dabh, Halim [1 folder] 
156. Eldridge, Roy [1 folder] 
157. Ellington, Edward Kennedy “Duke” [1 folder] 
158. Evans, Ernest “Chubby Checker” [1 folder] 
159. E Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
160. Fax, Mark [1 folder] 
161. Fischer, William [1 folder] 
162. Fitzgerald, Ella [1 folder] 
163. Flack, Roberta [1 folder] 
164. Floyd, Samuel, Jr., Ph.D. [1 folder] 
165. Forbes, Kathleen [1 folder] 
166. Foster, Frank [1 folder] 
167. Fountain, Primous [1 folder] 
168. Franklin, Aretha [1 folder] 
169. Frazier, James [1 folder] 
170. Freeman, Paul [1 folder] 
 
Box 7; Series 2 [7:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Fuller through Hancock 
171. Fuller, Oscar Anderson, Ph. D. [1 folder] 
172. Furman, James [1 folder] 
173. F Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
174. Garcia, William [1 folder] 
175. Garland, Phyllis [1 folder] 
176. Garner, Erroll [1 folder] 
177. Gaston, Orland [1 folder] 
178. Gatlin, Nathaniel [1 folder] 
179. Gaye, Marvin [1 folder] 
180. Gillespie, Dizzy [1 folder] 
181. Glenn, Tyree [1 folder] 
182. Golson, Benny [1 folder] 
183. Gordon, Dexter [1 folder] 
184. Gordy, Berry [1 folder] 
185. Gossette, Walter E. [1 folder] 
186. Graham  
 186.1 Graham, Gladys [1 folder] 
 186.2 Graham, Shirley [1 folder] 
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187. Grant  
 187.1 Grant, Earl [1 folder] 
 187.2 Grant, Micki [1 folder] 
188. Green, Al [1 folder] 
189. Grist, Refi [1 folder] 
190. G Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
191. Hailstork, Aldolphus [1 folder] 
192. Hairston  
 192.1 Hairston, Jackie [1 folder] 
 192.2 Hairston, Jester [1 folder] 
193. Hakim, Talib Rasul [See also Chambers, Stephen] [1 folder] 
194. Hall  
 194.1 Hall, Adelaide [1 folder] 
 194.2 Hall, Frederick Douglass, Sr., Dr. [1 folder] 
195. Hamilton, Chico [1 folder] 
196. Hammond, Johnny [1 folder] 
 197. 
197.1 Hampton, Lionel [1 folder] 
197.2 Hampton Singers 
            198. Hancock 
2.1 Hancock, Eugene [1 folder] 
2.2 Hancock, Herbie [1 folder] 
 
Box 8; Series 2 [8:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Handy through Houston 
199. Handy 
199.1 Handy, Antoinette 
 
[1 folder] 
 199.2 Handy, John [1 folder] 
 199.3 Handy, W. C. [1 folder] 
200. Hanna, Roland [1 folder] 
201. Harreld  
 201.1 Harreld, Josephine [1 folder] 
 201.2 Harreld, Kemper [1 folder] 
202. Harris  
 202.1 Harris, Carl [1 folder] 
 202.2 Harris, Hilda [1 folder] 
 202.2 Harris, Georgette [1 folder] 
 202.3 Harris, Margaret [1 folder] 
203. Harrison  
 203.1 Harrison, Frank [1 folder] 
 203.2 Harrison, Hazel [1 folder] 
 203.3 Harrison, Wilbert [1 folder] 
204. Harvey, Georgette [1 folder] 
205. Hatch, James [1 folder] 
206. Hathaway, Donny [1 folder] 
207. Havens, Richie [1 folder] 
208. Hawes, Hampton [1 folder] 
209. Hawkins  
 209.1 Hawkins, Coleman [1 folder] 
 209.2 Hawkins, Erskine [1 folder] 
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210. Hayes  
 210.1 Hayes, Isaac [1 folder] 
 210.2 Hayes, Roland [1 folder] 
211. Haynes  
 211.1 Haynes, Eugene [1 folder] 
 211.2 Haynes, Roy [1 folder] 
212. Heath, Jimmy [1 folder] 
213. Henderson  
 213.1 Henderson, Eddie [1 folder] 
 213.2 Henderson, Joe [1 folder] 
214. Hendricks  
 214.1 Hendricks, Barbara [1 folder] 
 214.2 Hendricks, Wilmoth King Houdini [1 folder] 
215. Hendrix, Jimi [1 folder] 
216. Heyward, Sammy [1 folder] 
217. Heywood, Eddie [1 folder] 
218. 
 
 
219. 
Hill 
218.1 Hill, Andrew 
 Hill, Roy L.       
Hinderas, Natalie 
 
                         [1 folder] 
                          [1 folder] 
                          [1 folder] 
220. Hines, Earl “Fatha” [1 folder] 
221. Hobson, Ann [1 folder] 
222. Hodges, Johnny [1 folder] 
223. Holland, Charles [1 folder] 
224. Holliday  
 224.1 Holliday, Billie [1 folder] 
 224.2 Holliday, Jennifer [1 folder] 
225. Holmes  
 225.1 Holmes, Eugene [1 folder] 
 225.2 Holmes, Robert L., Jr. [1 folder] 
226. Horne, Lena [1 folder] 
227. Houston, Matthew “Fats” [1 folder] 
 
Box 9; Series 2 [9:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Hubbard through Jessye 
228. Hubbard, Freddie                    [1 folder] 
229. Humes, Helen                    [1 folder] 
230. Hummings, Armenta Adams                    [1 folder] 
231. Humphrey, Bobbi                    [1 folder] 
232. Hunt, Darrold                    [1 folder] 
233. Hunter, Alberta                    [1 folder] 
234. Hutcherson, Bobby                    [1 folder] 
235. H Miscellaneous                    [2 folders] 
236. Impressions, The                    [1 folder] 
237. Inkspots, The                    [1 folder] 
238. International Sweethearts of Rhythm                                            [1 folder] 
239. Irvine, Weldon                    [1 folder] 
240. Isley Brothers, The                    [1 folder] 
241. Jackson  
 241.1 Jackson, Baby Lawrence                    [1 folder] 
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 241.2 Jackson, Bullmoose                    [1 folder] 
 241.3 Jackson, Ernestine                    [1 folder] 
 241.4 Jackson, Graham                    [1 folder] 
 241.5 Jackson, Isaiah                    [1 folder] 
 241.6 Jackson, Michael                    [1 folder] 
 241.7 Jackson, Milt                    [1 folder] 
 241.8 Jackson, Raymond                    [1 folder] 
 241.9 Jackson Five                    [1 folder] 
242. Jacquet, Illinois                    [1 folder] 
243. Jamal, Ahmad                    [1 folder] 
244. James, Etta                    [1 folder] 
245. Jarboro                     [1 folder] 
246. Jarreau, Al                    [1 folder] 
247. Jarvis Brothers                    [1 folder] 
248. Jazz festivals [small]                    [1 folder] 
249. Jefferson, Eddie                    [1 folder] 
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250. Jessye, Eva [2 folders] 
 
 
Box 10; Series 2 [10:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Jo through Kay 
251. Jo, Damita [1 folder] 
252 Johns, Altona [1 folder] 
253. Johnson  
 253.1 Johnson, Hall [1 folder] 
 253.2 Johnson, J. C. [1 folder] 
 253.3 Johnson, J. J. [1 folder] 
 253.4 Johnson, J. Rosamond [1 folder] 
 
254. 
253.5 
Jones 
254.1 
Johnson, James Price 
 
Jones, Booker T. 
                     [1 folder] 
 
                     [1 folder] 
 254.2 Jones, Elayne [1 folder] 
 254.3 Jones, Elvin [1 folder] 
 254.4 Jones, Harold [1 folder] 
 254.5 Jones, Jo [1 folder] 
 254.6 Jones, Louia [1 folder] 
 254.7 Jones, Pearl [1 folder] 
 254.8 Jones, Quincy [1 folder] 
 254.9 Jones, Robert “Philly” [1 folder] 
 254.10 Jones, Thad [1 folder] 
 254.11 Jones Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
255. Joplin, Scott [1 folder] 
256. Jordan 
256.1 Jordan, Clifford 
 
[1 folder] 
 
 
257. 
256.2 Jordan, Louis 
 Jordan, Robert J 
Miscellaneous 
                     [1 folder] 
                     [1 folder] 
                     [1 folder] 
258. Kay, Ulysses [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 11; Series 2 [11:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary -Kemp through Lutcher 
259. Kemp, Emme [1 folder] 
260. Kendricks, Eddie [1 folder] 
261. Kennedy  
 261.1 Kennedy, Anne [1 folder] 
 261.2 Kennedy, Joseph [1 folder] 
 261.3 Kennedy, Matthew [1 folder] 
 261.4 Kennedy, Nina [1 folder] 
262. Kenyatta, Robin [1 folder] 
263. Kerr, Thomas [1 folder] 
264. Killebrew, Gwendolyn [1 folder] 
265. King  
 265.1 King, Fred [1 folder] 
 265.2 King, Juanita [1 folder] 
266. Kirk  
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 266.1 Kirk, Andy [1 folder] 
 266.2 Kirk, Rahsaan [1 folder] 
267. Kitt, Eartha [1 folder] 
268. Knight, Gladys [1 folder] 
269. K Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
270. Labelle, Patti [1 folder] 
271. LaBrew, Arthur [1 folder] 
272. Laine, Cleo [1 folder] 
273. Lake, Oliver [1 folder] 
274. Lateef, Yusef [1 folder] 
275. Lawrence, William [1 folder] 
276. Laws  
 276.1 Laws, Hubert [1 folder] 
 276.2 Laws, Ronnie [1 folder] 
277. Lawson, Warner [1 folder] 
278. Layton,  
 278.1 Layton, J. Turner [1 folder] 
 278.2 Layton, John Turner [1 folder] 
279. Layne, Maude [1 folder] 
280. Lee  
 280.1 Lee, Bill [1 folder] 
280.2 Lee, Everett [1 folder] 
281. León, Tania [1 folder] 
282. Lewis  
 282.1 Lewis, Elma [1 folder] 
282.2 Lewis, George [1 folder] 
 282.3 Lewis, Henry [1 folder] 
 282.4 Lewis, John [1 folder] 
282.5 Lewis, Ramsey [1 folder] 
 282.6 Lewis, Webster [1 folder] 
283. Lindsey, Mary [1 folder] 
284. Lincoln, Abbey [1 folder] 
285. Liston, Melba [1 folder] 
286. Logan, Wendell [1 folder] 
287. Long, Avon [1 folder] 
288. Love  
 288.1 Love, Hortense [1 folder] 
 288.2 Love, Josephine Harreld [1 folder] 
289. Lovingood, Penman [1 folder] 
290. Lucien, Jon [1 folder] 
291. Lutcher, Nellie [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 12; Series 2 [12:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary- Lymon through Moore 
292. Lymon, Frankie [1 folder] 
293 Lyttle, Cecil [1 folder] 
294 L Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
295. Mabley, Moms [1 folder] 
296. Madison, Earl [1 folder] 
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297. Makeba, Miriam [1 folder] 
298. Mandrill [1 folder] 
299. Margetson, Edward [1 folder] 
300. Marsalis, Wynton [1 folder] 
301. Martha & the Vandellas [1 folder] 
302. Masakela, Hugh [1 folder] 
303. Mathis, Johnny [1 folder] 
304. Matthews  
 304.1 Matthews, Altonell Hines [1 folder] 
 304.2 Matthews, Benjamin [1 folder] 
 304.3 Matthews, Edward [1 folder] 
 304.4 Matthews, Inez [1 folder] 
305. Maultsby, Portia [1 folder] 
306. Mayfield, Curtis [1 folder] 
307. Maynor, Dorothy [1 folder] 
308. McBrown, Gertrude [1 folder] 
309. McCann, Les [1 folder] 
310 McCoy, Seth [1 folder] 
311. McDaniel, Hattie [1 folder] 
312. McFerrin, Robert [1 folder] 
313. McGinty, Doris [1 folder] 
314. McIntyre, Ken [1 folder] 
315. McLean, Jackie [1 folder] 
316. McNair, Barbara [1 folder] 
317. McNeal, Claudia [1 folder] 
318. McRae, Carmen [1 folder] 
319. McShann, Jay [1 folder] 
320. Meadows, Eddie [1 folder] 
321. Mercer, Mable [1 folder] 
322. Merrifield, Norman [1 folder] 
323. Miles, John [1 folder] 
324. Miller, Horatio [1 folder] 
325. Mills Brothers [1 folder] 
326. Mims, Grace Lee [1 folder] 
327. Mingus, Charles [1 folder] 
328. Mitchell  
 328.1 Mitchell, Leona [1 folder] 
 328.2 Mitchell, Roscoe [1 folder] 
329. Modern Jazz Quartet [1 folder] 
330. Monk, Thelonious [1 folder] 
331. Montgomery, Monk [1 folder] 
332. Moody, James [1 folder] 
333. Moore  
 333.1 Moore, Carman [1 folder] 
 333.2 Moore, Dorothy [1 folder] 
 333.3 Moore, Kermit [1 folder] 
 333.4 Moore, Melba [1 folder] 
 333.5 Moore, opera [1 folder] 
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Box 13; Series 2 [13:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Moorehead through Pierce 
334. Moorehead, Consuela [1 folder] 
335. Morgan  
 335.1 Morgan, Al [1 folder] 
 335.2 Morgan, Lee [1 folder] 
336. Morrison  
 336.1 Morrison, George, Sr. [1 folder] 
336.2 Morrison, John [1 folder] 
337. Morton, Jelly Roll [1 folder] 
338. Moten, Etta [1 folder] 
339. Moye, Eugene [1 folder] 
340. Mundy, James [1 folder] 
341. Muse, Clarence [1 folder] 
342. M Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
343. Mc Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
344. Nance, Ray [1 folder] 
345. Nash, Johnny [1 folder] 
346. Nelson  
 346.1 Nelson, Kalvert [1 folder] 
 346.2 Nelson, Oliver [1 folder] 
347. Newman, Shirlee [1 folder] 
348. Newson, Roosevelt [1 folder] 
349. New York Research [1 folder] 
350. Nickerson  
 350.1 Nickerson, Camille [1 folder] 
 350.2 Nickerson, William [1 folder] 
351. Norman  
 351.1 Norman, Jessye [1 folder] 
 352.2 Norman, Ruth [1 folder] 
353. Nzewi, Meki, Ph.D. [1 folder] 
354. N Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
355. Odetta [1 folder] 
356. O’Jays, The [1 folder] 
357. Olatunji [1 folder] 
358. Oliver  
 358.1 Oliver, Irene [1 folder] 
 358.2 Oliver, King [1 folder] 
 358.3 Oliver, Sy [1 folder] 
359. Opera  
 359.1 Opera [1 folder] 
 359.2 Opera – “not enough info“ [1 folder] 
360. Orchestra Symphonium [1 folder] 
361. O Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
362. Parker  
 362.1 Parker, Charlie [1 folder] 
 362.2 Parker, Louise [1 folder] 
363. Patterson, Willis [1 folder] 
364. Patton, John [1 folder] 
365. Paul, Billy [1 folder] 
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366. Penniman, “Little Richard” [1 folder] 
367. Perkinson, Coleridge-Taylor [1 folder] 
368. Perry  
 368.1 Perry, Eugenia [1 folder] 
 368.2 Perry, Julia [1 folder] 
369. Peterson  
 369.1 Peterson, Elwood [1 folder] 
 369.2 Peterson, Oscar [1 folder] 
370. Peyton, Dave [1 folder] 
371. Pianists [1 folder] 
372. Pickett, Wilson [1 folder] 
373. Pierce  
 373.1 Pierce, Billie [1 folder] 
 373.2 Pierce, Joseph “De De” [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 14; Series 2 [14:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary-Pierson through Robinson 
374. Pierson, Ed [1 folder] 
375. Pittman  
 375.1 Pittman, Evelyn [1 folder] 
 375.2 Pittman, Portia [1 folder] 
376. Pointer Sisters [1 folder] 
377. Porter, Karl [1 folder] 
378. Price  
 378.1 Price, Florence [1 folder] 
 378.2 Price, John [1 folder] 
 378.3 Price, Leontyne [1 folder] 
 378.4 Price, Sammy [1 folder] 
379. Pride, Charley [1 folder] 
380. Pritchard, Robert [1 folder] 
381. Prysock, Arthur [1 folder] 
382. P Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
383. Quartets [1 folder] 
384. Q Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
385. Ra, Sun [1 folder] 
386. Rahn, Muriel [1 folder] 
387 Ralston, Jack [1 folder] 
388 Rawls, Lou [1 folder] 
389 Ray, Carline [1 folder] 
390 Razaf, Andy [1 folder] 
391. Redding, Otis [1 folder] 
392. Redman, Dewey [1 folder] 
393. Reed  
 393.1 Reed, Addison [1 folder] 
 393.2. Reed, Kenny [1 folder] 
394. Reese  
 394.1 Reese, Della [1 folder] 
 394.2 Reese, Ruth [1 folder] 
395. Revolutionary Ensemble [1 folder] 
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396. Ripperton, Minnie [1 folder] 
397. Rivers  
 397.1 Rivers, Clarence, Fr. [1 folder] 
 397.2 Rivers, Sam [1 folder] 
398. Roach  
 3981 Roach, Hildred [1 folder] 
 3982 Roach, Max [1 folder] 
399. Roberts, Howard [1 folder] 
400. Robeson, Paul [1 folder] 
401. Robinson  
 401.1 Robinson, Faye [1 folder] 
 401.2 Robinson, Florence [1 folder] 
 401.3 Robinson, Smokey & the Miracles [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 15; Series 2 [15:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary -Rock through Smith 
402. Rock, rhythm & blues [1 folder] 
403. Rollins, Sonny [1 folder] 
404. Ross, Diana [1 folder] 
405. Rushing, Jimmy [1 folder] 
406. Russell, George [1 folder] 
407. Ryder  
 407.1 Ryder, Georgia A. [1 folder] 
 407.2 Ryder, Noah [1 folder] 
408. R Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
409. de Saint Georges, Chevalier [1 folder] 
410 Salk Clippings [1 folder] 
411. Sanders, Pharoah [1 folder] 
412. Saunders, Red [1 folder] 
413. Schuyler, Philippa [1 folder] 
414. Scott  
 414.1 Scott, Hazel [1 folder] 
 414.2 Scott, Rhoda [1 folder] 
 414.3 Scott, Shirley [1 folder] 
415. Scott-Heron, Gil [1 folder] 
416. Shepp, Archie [1 folder] 
417. Shirley  
 417.1 Shirley, Don [1 folder] 
 417.2 Shirley, George [1 folder] 
418. Short, Bobby [1 folder] 
419. Silver, Horace [1 folder] 
420. Simmons, Calvin [1 folder] 
421. Simone, Nina [1 folder] 
422 Simpson, Eugene [1 folder] 
423. Singleton  
 423.1 Singleton, Alvin [1 folder] 
 423.2 Singleton, Zutty [1 folder] 
424. Sissle, Noble [1 folder] 
425. Smith  
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425.1 Smith, Ada “Bricktop” [1 folder] 
425.2 Smith, Hale [1 folder] 
425.3 Smith, Jimmy [1 folder] 
425.4 Smith, Leo [1 folder] 
425.5 Smith, Lonnie Liston [1 folder] 
425.6 Smith, Muriel [1 folder] 
425.7 Smith, Richard [1 folder] 
425.8 Smith, Willie “The Lion” [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 16; Series 2 [16:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary - Smyles through Thompson 
426. Smyles, Harry [1 folder] 
427. Snowden, Elmer [1 folder] 
428. Society of Black Composers [1 folder] 
429. South, Eddie [1 folder] 
430. Southall  
 430.1 Southall, Geneva, Ph.D. [1 folder] 
 430.2 Southall, Mitchell [1 folder] 
431. Sowande, Fela [1 folder] 
432. Spearman, Rawn [1 folder] 
433. Spencer  
 433.1 Spencer, Jon Michael [1 folder]     
 433.2 Spencer, Kenneth [1 folder] 
434. Spencer, Jon Michael [1 folder] 
435. Spiller, Isabelle [1 folder] 
436. Spillman, Herndon [1 folder] 
437. Spinners, The [1 folder] 
438. Standifer, James [1 folder] 
439. Starks, George [1 folder] 
440. Staton, Dakota [1 folder] 
441. Stewart, Milton [1 folder] 
442. Still, William Grant [1 folder] 
443. Stitt Sonny [1 folder] 
444. Stone, Theodore [1 folder] 
445. Strayhorn, Billly [1 folder] 
446. Sullivan, Maxine [1 folder] 
447. Summer, Donna [1 folder] 
448. Suthern, Orrin [1 folder] 
449. Swanson, Howard [1 folder] 
450. S Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
451. Taj Mahal [1 folder] 
452. Tate, Erskine [1 folder] 
453. Tatum, Art [1 folder] 
454. Taylor  
 454.1 Taylor, Billy, Dr. [1 folder] 
 454.2 Taylor, Cecil [1 folder] 
455. Tchica, John [1 folder] 
456. Temptations, The [1 folder] 
457. Terry, Clark [1 folder] 
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458. Thomas 
458.1 Thomas, Alfred Jack 
 
[1 folder] 
 458.2 Thomas, C. Edward [1 folder] 
459. Thompson  
 459.1 Thompson, Arthur [1 folder] 
 459.2 Thompson, Leon [1 folder] 
 
Box 17; Series 2 [17:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary -Tillis through Watts 
460. Tillis, Fred [1 folder] 
461. Timmons, Bobby [1 folder] 
462. Tolliver, Charles [1 folder] 
463. Trio Pro Viva [1 folder] 
464. Turner  
 464.1 Turner, Joe [1 folder] 
 464.2 Turner, Ike & Tina [1 folder] 
465. Turrentine, Stanley [1 folder] 
466. Tyler  
 466.1 Tyler, Gerald [1 folder] 
 466.2 Tyler, Veronica [1 folder] 
467. Tyner, Al McCoy [1 folder] 
468. Tynes, Margaret [1 folder] 
469. T Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
470. Uggams, Leslie [1 folder] 
471. U Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
472. Van Buren, Catherine [1 folder] 
473. Van Peebles, Melvin [1 folder] 
474. Vandross, Luther [1 folder] 
475. Vaughn, Sarah [1 folder] 
476. Vereen, Ben [1 folder] 
477. Verrett, Shirley [1 folder] 
478. V Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
479. Walker  
 479.1 Walker, Frances [1 folder] 
 479.2 Walker, George [1 folder] 
480. Waller, Fats [1 folder] 
481. Walton, Ortiz Montaigne [1 folder] 
482. War [1 folder] 
483. Warfield, William [1 folder] 
484. Warwick, Dionne [1 folder] 
485. Washington, Grover, Jr. [1 folder] 
486. Waters, Ethel [1 folder] 
487. Watkins, Julius [1 folder] 
488. Watts  
 488.1 Watts, Andre [1 folder] 
 488.2 Watts, Nellie [1 folder] 
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Box 18; Series 2 [18:2] 
2. Name file – Contemporary -Weather Report through Libraries / History 
489. Weather Report [1 folder] 
490. Weathers, Felicia [1 folder] 
491. Webster, Ben [1 folder] 
492. Welburn, Ron [1 folder] 
493. Weston, Randy [1 folder] 
494. Whalum, Wendell [1 folder] 
495. Whatley, John T. “Fess” [1 folder] 
496. White  
 496.1 White, Barry [1 folder] 
 496.2 White, Clarence C. [1 folder] 
 496.3 White, Portia [1 folder] 
497. Whiteman, Clarence E. [1 folder] 
498. Wilkins  
 498.1 Wilkins, Ernie [1 folder] 
 498.2 Wilkins, Jimmy [1 folder] 
499. Williams  
 499.1 Williams, Camilla [1 folder] 
 499.2 Williams, Fess [1 folder] 
 499.3 Williams, Joe [1 folder] 
 499.4 Williams, Mary Lou [1 folder] 
 499.5 Williams, Spencer [1 folder] 
 499.6 Williams, Tony [1 folder] 
500. Wilson  
 500.1 Wilson, Edith [1 folder] 
 500.2 Wilson, Gerald [1 folder] 
 500.3 Wilson, Nancy [1 folder] 
 500.4 Wilson, Olly  
 500.5 Wilson, Teddy [1 folder] 
 500.6 Wilson, W. Llewellyn [1 folder] 
501. Wings Over Jordan [1 folder] 
502. Winters, Lawrence [1 folder] 
503. Womack, Bobby [1 folder] 
504. Wonder, Stevie [1 folder] 
505. Wooding, Sam [1 folder] 
506. Work, Julian [1 folder] 
507. Workman, Reginald [1 folder] 
508. Wyatt  
 508.1 Wyatt, Kelley [1 folder] 
 508.2 Wyatt, Lucius [1 folder] 
509. W Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
510. Young, Lester [1 folder] 
511. Y Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
512. Articles, general [1 folder] 
513. Lists [1 folder] 
514. Libraries / History [1 folder] 
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Box 19, Series 3 [19:3] 
3. Name file – Pre 20th Century; Colonial Period through Miscellaneous 
1. Colonial period [1 folder] 
2. Articles, general [1 folder] 
3. Anderson, Joseph [1 folder] 
4. Appo  
 4.1 Appo, Ann [1 folder] 
 4.2 Appo, William [1 folder] 
5. Augustus, Edward [1 folder] 
6. Ballou, Leonard R. [1 folder] 
7. Bares, Basile [1 folder] 
8. Brady, William [1 folder] 
9. Brown, Morris, Jr. [1 folder] 
10. Burris, Andrew [1 folder] 
11. Butler, John “Picayune” [1 folder] 
12. Connor, Aaron [1 folder] 
13. Craig, Walter [1 folder] 
14. Dede, Edmund [1 folder] 
15. Dennis, A. [1 folder] 
16. De Sala, Brindis [1 folder] 
17. Gardner, Newport [1 folder] 
18. Gillam, Charles [1 folder] 
19. Haziard, Isaac [1 folder] 
20. Hemmenway, James [1 folder] 
21. Hewlett, James [1 folder] 
22. Jackson, William [1 folder] 
23. Johnson, Francis “Frank” [1 folder] 
24. Jones, Absalom [1 folder] 
25. Noble, Jordan [1 folder] 
26. O’Fake, Peter [1 folder] 
27. Plet, A. [1 folder] 
28. Roland, Edward [1 folder] 
29. Scott, Robert [1 folder] 
30. Seymour, Francis [1 folder] 
31. Woods, Obediah [1 folder] 
32. Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
 
Box 19, Series 4 [19:4] 
4. Name file – Caribbean; Cliff through Miscellaneous Reggae 
1. Cliff, Jimmy  
2. Marley, Bob  
3. Maytals  
4. Miscellaneous Reggae  
Box 19, Series 5 [19:5] 
5. Name file – African; Acquaye through Afro-European 
1. Acquaye. Saka “Speedy” [1 folder] 
2. Akpabot, Samuel [1 folder] 
3. Amu, Ephraim [1 folder] 
4. Anikulapo, Fela [1 folder] 
5. Aning, Ben [1 folder] 
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6. Bankole, Ayo [1 folder] 
7. Bebey, Francis [1 folder] 
8. Campbell, Ambrosa [1 folder] 
9. Dibango, Manu [1 folder] 
10. Euba, Akin [1 folder] 
11. Guirma, Rene [1 folder] 
12. Lapido, Duro [1 folder] 
13. Lumumba [1 folder] 
14. Madonsela, Eugene [1 folder] 
15. Masekela, Hugh [1 folder] 
16. Mensah, Emmanuel Tetteh [1 folder] 
17. Nketia, Joseph Hanson Kwabena [1 folder] 
18. Ofori, Oscarmore [1 folder] 
19. Osei, Teddy [1 folder] 
20. Osibisa [1 folder] 
21. Rochereau [aka Pascal Tabu] [1 folder] 
22. Senghor, Léopold Sédar [1 folder] 
23. Sowande, Olufela [1 folder] 
24. Warren, Guy [1 folder] 
25. Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
26. Afro-European [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 19a; Series 5 [19a:5] 
5. Name file – African; Photograph list by subject (copies) 
1. Artwork [1 folder] 
2. Dances & ceremonies [1 folder] 
3. Drums & percussion instruments [1 folder] 
4. People [1 folder] 
5. Places [1 folder] 
6. String & finger-played instruments [1 folder] 
7. Wind instruments [1 folder] 
 
Box 20; Series 6 [20:6] 
6. Name file – Blues; Blues List through Smith 
1. Blues List [1 folder] 
2. Dixon & Goodrich List [1 folder] 
3. Jepsen List [1 folder] 
4. Allison, Luther [1 folder] 
5. Anderson, Pink [1 folder] 
6. Austin, Lovie [1 folder] 
7. Blackwell, Scrappy [1 folder] 
8. Broonzy, Bill [1 folder] 
9. Burnett, Chester Arthur [aka “Howlin’ Wolf”] [1 folder] 
10. Cannon, Gus [1 folder] 
11. Chatman, Slim [aka “Memphis Slim”] [1 folder] 
12. Crudup, Arthur “Big Boy” [1 folder] 
13. Dawkins, Jimmy [1 folder] 
14. Domino, Antoine “Fats” [1 folder] 
15. Douglas, Minnie [aka “Memphis Minnie”] [1 folder] 
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16. Edwards, David “Honeyboy” [1 folder] 
17. Estes, Sleepy John [1 folder] 
18. Fuller 
18.1 Fuller, Blind Boy [aka Fulton, Allen] [1 folder] 
18.2 Fuller, Jesse [1 folder] 
19. Fulson, Lowell [1 folder] 
20. Guy, George “Buddy” [1 folder] 
21. Hillery, Mable [1 folder] 
22. Hooker 
22.1 Hooker, Earl [1 folder] 
22.2 Hooker, John Lee [1 folder] 
23. Hopkins 
23.1 Hopkins, Linda [1 folder] 
23.2 Hopkins, Sam “Lightnin’” [1 folder] 
24. Horton, Walter [1 folder] 
25. House, Son [1 folder] 
26. Huff, Luther [1 folder] 
27. Hunter 
27.1 Hunter, Alberta [1 folder] 
27.2 Hunter, Ivory Joe [1 folder] 
28. Jackson, Lee [1 folder] 
29. James, Skip [1 folder] 
30. Jefferson, Blind Lemon [1 folder] 
31. Johnson 
31.1 Johnson, Blind Willie [1 folder] 
31.2 Johnson, Lonnie [1 folder] 
31.3 Johnson, Robert [1 folder] 
32. J Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
33. King 
33.1 King, Albert [1 folder] 
33.2 King, B. B. [1 folder] 
33.3 King, Freddie [1 folder] 
34. Ledbetter, Huddie “Leadbelly” [1 folder] 
35. Lewis, Walter “Furry” [1 folder] 
36. Lipscomb, Mance [1 folder] 
37. Lofton, “Cripple” Clarence [1 folder] 
38. Luandrew, “Sunnyland Slim” [1 folder] 
39. McDowell, Fred [1 folder] 
40. McGhee, Brownie [1 folder] 
41. Montgomery, “Little Brother” [1 folder] 
42. M Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
43. Nixon, Hammie [1 folder] 
44. N Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
45. Parker, Herman “Little Junior” [1 folder] 
46. Perryman, Rufus “Speckled Red” [1 folder] 
47. Phillips, Esther [1 folder] 
48. P Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
49. Rawls, Lou [1 folder] 
50. Reed, Jimmy [1 folder] 
51. Rush, Otis [1 folder] 
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52. R Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
53. Shines, Johnny [1 folder] 
54. Smith  
 54.1 Smith, Bessie [1 folder] 
 54.2 Smith, Mamie [1 folder] 
 
Box 21, Series 6 [21:6] 
6. Name file – Blues - Spivey through Blues Miscellaneous 
55. Spivey, Victoria [1 folder] 
56. Stackhouse, Houston [1 folder] 
57. Sykes, Roosevelt [1 folder] 
58. S Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
59. Taylor, Theodore “Hound Dog” [1 folder] 
60. Turner, “Big Joe” [1 folder] 
61. Vinson, Eddie [1 folder] 
62. Walker, T-Bone [1 folder] 
63. Wallace, Sippie [1 folder] 
64. Waters, Muddy [1 folder] 
65. White  
 65.1 White, Booker T. Washington “Bukka” [1 folder] 
 65.2 White, Josh [1 folder] 
66. Wilkins, Robert [1 folder] 
67. Williams  
 67.1 Williams, Mary Lou [1 folder] 
 67.2 Williams, Robert Pete [1 folder] 
68. Williamson, John Lee [1 folder] 
69. Witherspoon, James “Jimmy” [1 folder] 
70. W Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
71. Blues Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
 
Box 21, Series 7 [21:7] 
7. Name file – Gospel; Bradford through Williams 
1. Bradford, Alex [1 folder] 
2. Brewster, W. Herbert, Rev. [1 folder] 
3. Caesar, Shirley [1 folder] 
4. Campbell 
4.1 Campbell, Delois Barrett [1 folder] 
4.2 Campbell, Lucie [1 folder] 
5. Cleveland, James, Rev. [1 folder] 
6. Coates, Dorothy [1 folder] 
7. Cooke, Sam [1 folder] 
8. Crouch, Andrae [1 folder] 
9. Dixie Hummingbirds [1 folder] 
10. Dixon, Jessy [1 folder] 
11. Dorsey, Thomas A., Dr. [1 folder] 
12. Dranes, Arizona [1 folder] 
13. Frye, Theodore [1 folder] 
14. Gospel Musicians & Groups [1 folder] 
15. Griffin, Bessie [1 folder] 
16. Hawkins, Edwin    [1 folder] 
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17. Jackson, Mahalia [1 folder] 
18. Jeter, Claude [1 folder] 
19. Martin 
19.1 Martin, Roberta [1 folder] 
19.2 Martin, Sallie [1 folder] 
20. Nightingales, The [1 folder] 
21. Smith, Willie Mae Ford [1 folder] 
22. Tharpe, Sister Rosetta [1 folder] 
23. Tindley, Charles Albert, Rev. [1 folder] 
24. Tucker, Ira [1 folder] 
25. Utterbach, Clinton [1 folder] 
26. Walker, Albertina [1 folder] 
27. Ward 
27.1 Ward, Clara [1 folder] 
27.2 Ward, Gertrude [1 folder] 
28. Williams, Marion [1 folder] 
 
Box 22, Series 8 [22:8] 
8. Name file – Early Theatre & Concert; Accoe through Hart 
1. Accoe, Willis [1 folder] 
2. Adger 
2.1 Adger, C. Samuel [1 folder] 
2.2 Adger, Julian Francis [1 folder] 
3. Anderson 
3.1 Anderson, Edward Gilbert [1 folder] 
3.2 Anderson, Hallie [1 folder] 
4. Ballanta, Taylor [1 folder] 
5. Batson, Flora [1 folder] 
6. Bethune, Thomas Greene “Blind Tom” [1 folder] 
7. Bland, James [1 folder] 
8. Blanton, Joshua [1 folder] 
9. Bledsoe, Julius C. [1 folder] 
10. Bohee Brothers, The [1 folder] 
11. Boone, John William “Blind” [1 folder] 
12. Bowman, Elmer & Euday [1 folder] 
13. Brown 
13.1 Brown, Anita Patti [1 folder] 
13.2 Brown, Nellie [Mitchell] [1 folder] 
14. Browning, Ivan [1 folder] 
15. Charlton, Melville [1 folder] 
16. Childers, Lulu [1 folder] 
17. Clough 
17.1 Clough, Estelle Pickney [1 folder] 
17.2 Clough, Inez [1 folder] 
18. Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel [1 folder] 
19. Cole, Robert Allen “Bob” [1 folder] 
20. Collins, Cleota [1 folder] 
21. Cook, Will Marion [1 folder] 
22. Creamer, Henry [1 folder] 
23. Dabney 
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 23.1 Dabney, Ford [1 folder] 
23.2 Dabney, Wendell [1 folder] 
24. Dafora, Asadata [1 folder] 
25. Davis, Gussie [1 folder] 
26. Dawson, Mary Cardwell [1 folder] 
27. Dett, Robert Nat [R. Nathaniel] [1 folder] 
28. DeWolfe Sisters [1 folder] 
29. Diton, Carl [1 folder] 
30. Dixon, Will [1 folder] 
31. Dorsey, Billy [1 folder] 
32. Douglass  
 32.1 Douglass, Fannie H. [1 folder] 
 32.2 Douglass, John T. [1 folder] 
 32.3 Douglass, Joseph Henry [1 folder] 
33. Drury, Theodore [1 folder] 
34. Dudley, Sherman H. [1 folder] 
35. Dunbar, Paul Laurence [1 folder] 
36. Dupree, William [1 folder] 
37. Europe, James [1 folder] 
38. Evanti, Lillian [1 folder] 
39. Finney, Theodore [1 folder] 
40. Fisk Jubilee Singers [1 folder] 
41. Gibbs, Harriet [1 folder] 
42. Golden Gate Quartet [1 folder] 
43. Gordon, Taylor [1 folder] 
44. Guy, Harry P. [1 folder] 
45. Hackley, Emma [1 folder] 
46. Hagan, Helen [1 folder] 
47. Hammond, Wade [1 folder] 
48. Hare, Maude [1 folder] 
49. Harney, Ben [1 folder] 
50. Harreld, Kemper [1 folder] 
51. Harrison  
 51.1 Harrison, Frank [1 folder] 
 51.2 Harrison, Hazel [1 folder] 
52. Hart, Henry [1 folder] 
 
Box 23, Series 8 [23:8] 
8. Name file – Early Theatre & Concert; Henry through Walker 
53. Henry, Lew [1 folder] 
54. Hill  
 54.1 Hill, Edwin [1 folder] 
 54.2 Hill, John Leubrie [1 folder] 
55. Hogan, Ernest [1 folder] 
56. Holland, Justin [1 folder] 
57. Holt, Nora [1 folder] 
58. Howard University Library [1 folder] 
59. H Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
60. Jamieson, Samuel [1 folder] 
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61. Jenkins, Edmund [1 folder] 
62. Johnson 
 62.1 Johnson, Hall 
62.2 Johnson, William “Billy” 
                       [1 folder] 
                       [1 folder] 
63. Jones  
 63.1 Jones, Irving [1 folder] 
 63.2 Jones, Louia [1 folder] 
 63.3 Jones, Sissieretta [1 folder] 
64. Jordan, Joe [1 folder] 
65. Lambert, Lucien [1 folder] 
66. Lane, William Henry “Juba” [1 folder] 
67. Lawson, Raymond Augustus [1 folder] 
68. Lew  
 68.1 Lew, Buzz [1 folder] 
 68.2 Lew, William [1 folder] 
69. Lewis, Frederick P. [1 folder] 
70. Loving, Walter [1 folder] 
71. Lovingood, Penman [1 folder] 
72. Lowery, P. G. [1 folder] 
73. Lucas  
 73.1 Lucas, Marie [1 folder] 
 73.2 Lucas, Sam [1 folder] 
74. Marshall, Arthur [1 folder] 
75. Martin  
 75.1 Martin, David I. [1 folder] 
 75.2 Martin, Eugene M. [1 folder] 
76. Matthews, Artie [1 folder] 
77. McAdoo, Martha Allen [1 folder] 
78. McCarty, Eugene V. [1 folder] 
79. McClain, Billy [1 folder] 
80. Mickell, Eugene [1 folder] 
81. Miller & Lyle [1 folder] 
82. Mills, Florence [1 folder] 
83. Mitchell, Abbie [1 folder] 
84. Motts, Robert T. [1 folder] 
85. Newby, J. A. [1 folder] 
86. Overstreet, W. Benton [1 folder] 
87. Patterson  
 87.1 Patterson, Sam [1 folder] 
 87.2 Patterson, Ulysses Grant [1 folder] 
88. Peyton, Dave [1 folder] 
89. Plato, Desseria [1 folder] 
90. Powell, William [1 folder] 
91. Richardson, William Howard [1 folder] 
92. Rosamond, Andrew [1 Folder] 
93. Sawyer, Jacob [1 folder] 
94. Selika, Marie [1 folder] 
95. Shippi, Jesse [1 folder] 
96. Smith  
 96.1 Smith, Chris [1 folder] 
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 96.2 Smith, Harry C. 
96.3 Smith, Henderson 
[1 folder]                         
[1 folder]  
  96.4 Smith, N. Clark [1 folder] 
97. Sweatman, Wilbur [1 folder] 
98. Talbert, Florence [nee Cole] [1 folder] 
99. Thompson, Egbert Emmanuel [1 folder] 
100. Tibbs, Roy [1 folder] 
101. Tilghman, A. L. [1 folder] 
102. Tindley, Charles A. [1 folder] 
103. Tinsley, Pedro [1 folder] 
104. Trotter, William [1 folder] 
105. Tyers, William [1 folder] 
106. Tyler, Gerald [1 folder] 
107. Vodery, Will [1 folder] 
108. Walker, Rachael [1 folder] 
109. Walker & Williams [1 folder] 
 
Box 24, Series 8 [24:8] 
8. Name file – Early Theatre & Concert; Walton through Wright 
110. Walton, Lester [1 folder] 
111. Washington, Rachel [1 folder] 
112. Weir, Felix [1 folder] 
113. Weston, Horace [1 folder] 
114. White  
 114.1 White, Clarence Cameron [1 folder] 
 114.2 White, Frederick Elliot [1 folder] 
 114.3 White, Lucien [1 folder] 
115. Whitney, Salem [1 folder] 
116. Williams  
 116.1 Williams, Elbert “Bert” [1 folder] 
 116.2 Williams, Henry [1 folder] 
 116.3 Williams Colored Singers [1 folder] 
117. Work, John [1 folder] 
118. Wright, Preston T. [1 folder] 
  
Box 24 [continued], Series 9 [24:9] 
9. Black Musical Theater; Associations through New entries - Jazz 
1. Associations [1 folder] 
2. Jazz Styles [1 folder] 
3. Schomberg [1 folder] 
4. Popular Music [1 folder] 
5. Events: Navy [1 folder] 
6. Recording [1 folder] 
7. Singers, Misc. [concert] [1 folder] 
8. Classical Music [1 folder] 
9. World Sax Quartet [1 folder] 
10. Pop Music [incl. NYT] [1 folder] 
11. Marsalis / Jazz [1 folder] 
12. Black History (incl. Jazz) [1 folder] 
13. Miscellaneous – MOBA [Music of Black Americans] [1 folder] 
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14. Blues [1 folder] 
15. Jenkins, Leroy [1 folder] 
16. Jones, Quincy [1 folder] 
17. Jazz clippings [1 folder] 
18. Bios [1 folder] 
19. Jarman, Joseph & other Avant Garde [1 folder] 
20. Café Society [1 folder] 
21. J Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
22. Jazz youths and elders [1 folder] 
23. Lotz, Rainer [1 folder] 
24. Dance [1 folder] 
24.1 Ailey, Alvin [1 folder] 
25. Ballet [1 folder] 
26. Black composer series (also incl. Symposia) [1 folder] 
27. Pop & Bebop, Hip-Hop [1 folder] 
28. New entries – Jazz [1 folder] 
 
Box 25; Series 9 [25:9] 
9. Black Musical Theater, Theater – 20th C through “Preceptorial in Urban Black Music” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
48. “Preceptorial in Urban Black Music” class proposal & defense [1 folder] 
Box 26, Series 10 [26:10] 
10. [Historical background material]; Theatre, early 19th C through [W. E. Lew materials] 
1. Theatre, early 19th C [1 folder] 
2. Theater – 19th  C (including Minstrels) [1 folder] 
3. Black Theater [1 folder] 
4. African Grove [1 folder] 
5. Male singers [1 folder] 
6. E. A. McHenry, Spirituals [1 folder] 
7. Edward King, The Great South (1875) [1 folder] 
29. Theater – 20th C. [1 folder] 
30. Jazz – General Miscellaneous [1 folder] 
31. Jazz – MNOP [1 fodler] 
32. Festival – National Black Arts (Atlanta) [1 folder] 
33. Opera [1 fodler] 
34. Bios [Opera] [1 folder] 
35. Jazz Festivals / Rapp [1 folder] 
36. Jazz – A, B, C [1 folder] 
37. Waites, Althea [1 folder] 
38. Club Concerts [1 folder] 
39. Opera Ebony [1 folder] 
40. History – Jazz [1 folder] 
41. Jazz incl. composers [1 folder] 
42. Pop [1 folder] 
43. Clippings [1 folder] 
44. Clippings – Jazz, Soul, Reggae [1 folder] 
45. Rap [1 folder] 
46. MOBA Revision – Misc. [1 folder] 
47. Symphony of the New World [2 folders] 
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8. J. B. T. Marsh, The Story of the Jubilee Singers (1876) [1 folder] 
9. J. B. T. Marsh, The Story of the Jubilee Singers (1880) [1 folder] 
10. J. B. T. Marsh, The Story of the Jubilee Singers (1882) [1 folder] 
11. Marshall W. Taylor, D. D., A Collection of Revival Hymns & 
Plantation Melodies (1882) [1 folder] 
12. Williams’ Colored Singers (n.d.) [1 folder} 
13. New Orleans University Singers (1881) [1 folder] 
14. Walker, Margaret [1 folder] 
15. Jazz Map of New Orleans, by Dr. Karl Koenig [1 folder] 
16. W [Miscellaneous] [1 folder] 
17. Miscellaneous articles [1 folder] 
18. Military Music [and Its Story] by Farmer [1 folder] 
19. Anon. Jubilee songs of the Fisk Jubilee Singers (1874) Also Pike 
(1875) [1 folder] 
20. Seward, Theo. , Jubilee Songs (1872) [1 folder] 
21. Slave Songs of the Georgia Sea Islands/ Lydia Parrish (1965) [1 folder] 
22. J. B. T. Marsh, The Story of the Jubilee Singers (1892) [1 folder] 
23. [W. E.] Lew materials [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 27, Series 10 [27:10] 
10. [Historical Background Material] Musicians, Music: WHITE through Publications Misc. 
24. Musicians, Music: WHITE [1 folder] 
25. Americanizing the American Orchestra (June 1993) [1 folder] 
26. Directory of Scholars Researching Black Music (ca. 1988) [1 folder] 
27. Black Composers, Black Performers, and the American Symphony 
Orchestra (1988) [1 folder] 
28. [Various articles and obits] [1 folder] 
29. Musical tidbits or News bits [1 folder] 
30. Articles 
30.1 “God’s Trombones”, by James Weldon Johnson and Gordon 
Myers [ca. 1988] [1 folder] 
30.2 “American Women in jazz: 1900 to the Present”, by Sally 
Placksin [1982] [1 folder] 
30.3 “Musical Practices in Black Churches of Philadelphia and 
New York, ca. 1800 – 1844]”, by Eileen Southern [1977] [1 folder] 
30.4 “American Music in British and French America”, by Dena J. 
Epstein [1973] [1 folder] 
30.5 “W. Marion Cook”, dissertation by Marva Griffin Carter [ca. 
1987] [1 folder] 
30.6 “The Uses of Black History”, by Earl E. Thorpe [1980] [1 folder] 
31. Publications Misc. regarding Afro-Amer. Cultures [2 folders] 
 
Box 27a, Series 10 [27a:10] 
10. [Historical Background Material] [19th C. photos & images] through [Miscellaneous] 
32. [19th  C. photos & images] [see also Box 46] [1 folder] 
33. [Miscellaneous] [1 folder] 
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Box 28, Series 11 [28:11] 
11. Folklore; Articles read through Bibliography – Bibliography 
1. Articles read [1 folder] 
2. Ellington, Duke & Mercer [1 folder] 
3. Bios [1 folder] 
4. [Reference articles] [1 folder] 
5. [A.E.], Perkins, Negro Spirituals from the Far South (1922) [1 folder] 
6. Rodeheaver’s Plantation Melodies (1918) [1 folder] 
7. Bahama Song Collection [1 folder] 
8. Foster, William [1 folder] 
9. Reprints Folklore articles 
9.1 “Through the Prism of Folklore: The Black Ethos in Slavery”, 
by Sterling Stuckey [1 folder] 
9.2 “The Origin of Negro Traditions”, by Thomas W. Talley [2 copies] 
[1 folder] 
9.3 “Real Value of Negro Melodies”, N.Y. Herald 1893 [1 folder] 
9.4 “The Negro Spirituals and American Art”, by Laurence 
Buermeyer [1 folder] 
9.5 “Darkey Sermons from Charleston County”, by John Palmer 
Lockwood (1925) [1 folder] 
9.6 “The Captured Slave in Three Acts” (1845) [1 folder] 
9.7 “Race, Culture and the War in Asia”, by Rushton Coulborn [1 folder] 
9.8 “Negro Folk Expression”, by Sterling A. Brown [2 copies] [1 folder] 
9.9 “American Negro Folklore”, by John Mason Brewer [2 
copies] [1 folder] 
9.10 “Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American 
Blacks”, by James H. Dormon [1 folder] 
9.11 “Blacks and Blackface on the Irish Stage, 1830–1860”, by 
Douglas C. Riach [1 folder] 
9.12 “Self-Portraiture and Social Criticism in Negro Folk- Song”, 
by B. A. Botkin [1 folder] 
9.13 “American Negro Folk Literature”, by Arthur Huff Fauset [1 folder] 
9.14 “The Book of Negro Folklore” [table of contents], edited by 
Langston Hughes and Arna Bontemps [1 folder] 
9.15 “Introduction to The Book of Negro Folklore”, by Arna 
Bontemps [1 folder] 
9.16 “Of the Sorrow Songs”, by W. E. B. Dubois [1 folder] 
9.17 “The Negro Spirituals”, by Alain Locke [1 folder] 
9.18 “African Influence on the Art of the United States”, by Robert 
Farris Thompson [1 folder] 
10. Joel Chandler Harris [1 folder] 
11. Bibliography – Louisiana, Tuskegee [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 29, Series 11 [29:11] 
11. Folklore [Art, engraving & illustration articles] through Slave narratives 
12. [Art, engraving & illustration articles] [1 folder] 
13. [Oral history articles] [1 folder] 
14. [Additional reference resource articles] [1 folder] 
15. Slave narratives, intros. [1 folder] 
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16. Sermon texts (19th C) [1 folder] 
17. Brewer, John Mason [1 folder] 
18. Port Royal (Xeroxes) [1 folder] 
19. Periodicals lists [1 folder] 
20. [Afro-American Traditions in Decorative Arts] [1 folder] 
21. Capt. N. Clark Smith – “New Plantation Melodies” (1909) [1 folder] 
22. Major Alexander H. Johnson, drummer [1 folder] 
23. Afro-American Museums – Boston [1 folder] 
24. Caribbean [1 folder] 
26. Rhea, La Julia [1 folder] 
27. “Rhymes, Tales, and Rhymed Tales”, by J. Mord Allen (1906) [1 folder] 
28. “Special Collections of Black Literature in the Traditionally Black 
College”, by Jessie Carney Smith (undated) [1 folder] 
29. Religious experience [1 folder] 
30. Periodicals examined [1 folder] 
31. Slave narratives [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 30, Series 11 [30:11] 
11. Folklore Articles A – D through The Colored American Magazine 
32. Articles A – D [1 folder] 
33. Articles I – Pi [1 folder] 
34. Bibliography – other [1 folder] 
35. Book bibliographies [1 folder] 
36. [W. E. B. DuBois] [1 folder] 
37. [John Levy] [1 folder] 
38. [Ruth Brown] [1 folder] 
39. [American Visions] [1 folder] 
40. [“Black Experiences as Expressed through Music”– BEEM] [1 folder] 
41. [Congressional Resolution 57 – Jazz] [1 folder] 
42. [Tenth National Heritage Fellowships 1991] [1 folder] 
43. [Zora Neale Hurston Festival of the Arts and Humanities] [1 folder] 
44. [Afro Scholar Newsletter] [1 folder] 
45. [Harlem] [1 folder] 
46. [Womad festival] [1 folder] 
47. [Black Music Research newsletter] [1 folder] 
48. [National Convention of the American Guild of Organists] [1 folder] 
49. [Review New Grove Dictionary of American Music] [1 folder] 
50. [“‘Meet the Composer’ awards” – article] [1 folder] 
51. [North Jersey Philharmonic Glee Club] [1 folder] 
52. [ASCAP Today] [1 folder] 
53. [Cajun and Black Creole] [1 folder] 
54. [Black film or ghetto cinema] [1 folder] 
55. 19th C Male Singers [1 folder] 
56. Plantation Songster, by Sam Lucas [1839?] [1 folder] 
57. Original Anti-Slavery Songs, by Joshua McSimpson [1852] [1 folder] 
58. Amongst the darkies, and other papers, by David Macrae [1850] [1 folder] 
59. American Negro Folktales, by Richard m. Dorson [excerpted pages]  
 [undated] [1 folder] 
60. [Alcheringa – ethnopoetics] [c. 1976] [1 folder] 
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61. The Colored American Magazine [1905 – 1907] [1 folder] 
62. [Lew, Barzilla] [1 folder] 
 
Box 31, Series 12 [31:12] 
12. [BPIM (Black Perspective in Music)]; Festivals through Cunningham 
1. Festivals [1 folder] 
2. [Kemper Harreld] 
2.1 [Performances] [1 folder] 
2.2 [Articles & citations] [1 folder] 
2.3 [KH - Correspondence] [1 folder] 
2.4 [KH – photos, unidentified & undated] [1 folder] 
3. [Josephine Harreld Love] 
3.1 [JHL – Performances] [1 folder] 
3.2 [JHL – Articles] [1 folder] 
3.3 [JHL – Correspondence] [1 folder] 
4. [Morehouse College] [1 folder] 
5. [CBMR] [1 folder] 
6. Important events [1 folder] 
7. Symphonium [1 folder] 
8. Capers, Valerie [1 folder] 
9. Chamber music [1 folder] 
10. Clarke, Kenny [1 folder] 
11. Colloquium, Washington D.C. [1 folder] 
12. Composers [1 folder] 
13. Cook 
13.1 Cook, Will Marion [1 folder] 
13.2 Cook, Jean Lawrence [1 folder] 
14. Cunningham, Arthur [1 folder] 
 
Box 32, Series 12 [32:12] 
12. [BPIM] Davis through [Peabody/Morgan Black Musical Theater] 
16. Davis 
16.1 Davis, Anthony [1 folder] 
16.2 Davis. Miles [1 folder] 
17. Dixon 
17.1 Dixon, Lucille [1 folder] 
17.2 Dixon, William [1 folder] 
18. Dunbar, Rudolph [1 folder] 
19. Duncan, Todd [1 folder] 
20. [Eckstine, Billy] [1 folder] 
21. [Eldridge, Roy] [1 folder] 
22. [Ellison, Roy] [1 folder] 
23. Estes, Simon [1 folder] 
24. [Europe, James Reese] [1 folder] 
25. [Evanti, Lillian] [1 folder] 
26. Fitzgerald, Ella [1 folder] 
27. Flanagan, Tommy [1 folder] 
28. Foster, Wm. [1 folder] 
29. Freeman, Harry Lawrence [1 folder] 
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30. Frierson, Andrew & Billie Lynn Daniel [1 folder] 
31. George, Zelma [1 folder] 
32. Gerren, Nicholas [1 folder] 
33. Gospel [1 folder] 
34. Gospel (mostly) [1 folder] 
35. [Grant, Henry L.] [1 folder] 
36. [Parks, Gordon] [1 folder] 
37. [Frank Johnson posters] [1 folder] 
38. [Lectures]  
 38.1 Swarthmore [February1974] [1 folder] 
 38.2 Virginia State College [February 1974] [1 folder] 
 38.3 Harvard [December 1974] [1 folder] 
 38.4 St. Louis University [July 1976] [1 folder] 
 38.5 Fisk University [September 1981] [1 folder] 
 38.6 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [March 1982] [1 folder] 
 38.7 Fisk University [June 1984] [1 folder] 
 38.8 Lectures 85 – 86 [1 folder] 
39. [Peabody/Morgan Black Musical Theater] [February 1984] [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 33, Series 12 [33:12] 
12. [BPIM] Obits 1981 through Obituary notices – 2000s 
40. Obits 1981, 1982 also index [1 folder] 
41. Obits ‘83 issue [1 folder] 
42. Obits 1983 – 84 [1 folder] 
43. Obits 1984 – 85 [1 folder] 
44. Obits 1986 – 88 [1 folder] 
45. Obits 1987 BPIM [1 folder] 
46. Obits 1989 [1 folder] 
47. [Obituary notices - 1990s] [1 folder] 
48. [Obituary notices – 2000s] [1 folder] 
 
Box 33a, Series 13 [33a:13] 
13. Organizations and projects 
1. Black American Music Symposium (University of Michigan, 1985) 
1.1  Promotional materials and program [1 folder] 
 
2. Folklore bibliography—NEH Proposal, 1979-1981 
 
3. NANM history  [National Association of Negro Musicians] 
3.1 [Early history] [1 folder] 
3.2 [Convention programs & articles] [1 folder] 
3.3 [NEH application 1991 – 1994] [1 folder] 
3.4 [NEH application 1992 – 1994] [1 folder] 
 
Box 34, Series 13 [34:13] 
13. Organizations and projects 
4. FESTAC [Festival of Arts and Culture] 
1. [Correspondence 1975 – 1977] [1 folder] 
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2. FESTAC ’75 [1 folder] 
3. FESTAC ’77 
3.1 Brochures [1 folder] 
3.2 Certificates & attendee lists [1 folder] 
3.3 Articles [1 folder] 
3.4 Presentation: “The Tradition of the Afro-American  
Novel”, by Prof. Bernard W. Bell [1 folder] 
3.5 Presentation: “Black Composers in the United States,  
 1776–1976”, by Eileen Southern [2 copies] [1 folder] 
3.6 FESTAC ’77, personal correspondence [1977] [1 folder] 
3.7 FESTAC ’77, diary [1977] [1 folder] 
3.8 FESTAC ’77, photos [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 35, Series 14 [35:14] 
14. [Oversized copies] 
1. “Pinkster Ode”, by Absalom Aimwell, Esq. [1803] [1 folder] 
2. “Hagar’s Daughter”, by Sarah A. Allen [1891] [1 folder] 
4. ”Religious Folk-Songs of the Southern Negroes”, by Howard W. 
Odum [1909] [1 folder] 
5. “Winona, a tale of Negro Life in the South and Southwest”, by 
Pauline E. Hopkins [1902] [1 folder] 
 
Box 35a; Series 15 [35a:15] 
15. Harvard Afro-American Studies 
1. Correspondence [1973 – 1987] 
1.1 1973 – 1975 [1 folder] 
1.2 1976 – 1977 [1 folder] 
1.3 1978 – 1979 [1 folder] 
1.4 1980 – 1987 [1 folder] 
 
Box 36, Series 15 [36:15] 
15. Harvard Afro-American Studies [continued] 
2. Departmental meetings & reports 
2.1 [1969 – 1977] [1 folder] 
2.2 [1978 – 1980] [1 folder] 
3. Historical perspective [1 folder] 
4. Overseers Standing Committee on Social Studies [1 folder] 
5. Press releases and news clippings [1 folder] 
6. Black Students Association [BSA] & Nexus [1 folder] 
7. [Project: Development & evaluation of a Black Music Syllabus for 
Elementary Music Education] [1 folder] 
8. [Article: “Black Studies: Training for Leadership”, by Ewart Guinier 
(1975)] [1 folder] 
9. [Paper: “The Study Tour to Guyana: A Summary of the Course”, by 
C. J. Thomas (1975)] [1 folder] 
10. [Article: “Response of Sociologists to Black Studies”, by Wilson 
Record (1974)] [1 folder] 
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Box 37, Series 16 [37:16] 
16. W. C. Handy papers 
1. [Correspondence, 1935] [1 folder] 
2. [Correspondence, 1941] [1 folder] 
3. [Correspondence, 1942] [1 folder] 
4. [Correspondence, 1943] [1 folder] 
5. [Correspondence, 1944] [1 folder] 
6. [Correspondence, 1945] [1 folder] 
7. [Correspondence, 1947] [1 folder] 
8. [Correspondence, 1949] [1 folder] 
9. [Correspondence, 1950] [1 folder] 
10. [Correspondence, 1952] [1 folder] 
11. [Correspondence, 1953] [1 folder] 
12. [Correspondence, 1954] [1 folder] 
13. [Correspondence, 1955] [1 folder] 
14. [Correspondence, 1957] [1 folder] 
15. [Correspondence, 1958] [1 folder] 
16. [Form letter, ca. 1957] [1 folder] 
17. [Article, February 1941] [1 folder] 
 
Box 38, Series 17 [38:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Adams through Cozeaux 
1. Adams 
1.1 Adams, Alton[1942 – 1976] [1 folder] 
1.2 Adams, Armenta [1985] [1 folder] 
1.3 Adams, Elwyn [1972 – 1979] [1 folder] 
1.4 Adams, Leslie 1979 – 1983] [1 folder] 
2. Akpabot, Samuel [1975] [1 folder] 
3. Allen 
3.1 Allen, William Duncan “Bill” [1971 – 1995] [1 folder] 
3.2 Allen Moses [1983] [1 folder] 
4. Alston, Flora [1974] [1 folder] 
5. Amoaku, William [1980 – 1982] [1 folder] 
6. Anderson 
6.1 Anderson, Lucy Hicks [1977] [1 folder] 
6.2 Anderson, Thomas [1972 – 1989] [1 folder] 
7. Axelsen, Doris [1975 – 1981] [1 folder] 
8. Bailey Ben E. [1971 – 1985] [1 folder] 
9. Balmir, Guy-Claude [1980] [1 folder] 
10. Banfield, Bill [1986] [1 folder] 
11. Barke, Bill [1974] [1 folder] 
12. Barnes, Arlessa L. [1977] [1 folder] 
13. Barnett, Anthony [1974] [1 folder] 
14. Bassett, Joseph Alden [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
15. Bassin, Milton G. [1974] [1 folder] 
16. Batashev, Alexey [undated; ca. 1983/84] [1 folder] 
17. Beck, Joseph G. [1976] [1 folder] 
18. Behague, Gerard [1978] [1 folder] 
19. Bell, Lucile A. [1974] [1 folder] 
20. Berlin, Edward A. [1978] [1 folder] 
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21. Berry, Leon M. [1976 – 1977] [See also Mitchell, Leo] [1 folder] 
22. Betty [1972] [1 folder] 
23. Black Scholar Book Club [1972] [1 folder] 
24. Block, Adrienne F. [1974] [1 folder] 
25. Boatner, Edward Hammond [1969] [1 folder] 
26. Bonnemère, Eddie [1976] [1 folder] 
27. Booth, Alan [1980] [1 folder] 
28. Boozer, Mark [1988] [1 folder] 
29. Bowers, Violet G. [1983] [1 folder] 
30. Boyer, Clarence [aka Boyer, Horace Clarence] [1974 – 1980] [1 folder] 
31. BPIM general correspondence [1974 – 1990] [1 folder] 
32. Braithwaite, Roland [1978] [1 folder] 
33. Branch, William B. [1979] [1 folder] 
34. Brooks, Tilford [1976 – 1979] [1 folder] 
35. Brown 
35.1 Brown, Marion [1974 – 1976] [1 folder] 
35.2 Brown, William [undated] [1 folder] 
36. Burden, James Renel [1982] [1 folder] 
37. Burleigh, Harry T. [1973 – 1980] [1 folder] 
38. Butcher, Vada [1979] [1 folder] 
39. Campbell, Lucie [1980 -1981] [1 folder] 
40. Capers, Valerie [1986] [1 folder] 
41. Carapetyn, Armen [1971 – 1978] [1 folder] 
42. Carter 
42.1 Carter, Benny [1977] [1 folder] 
42.2 Carter, Marva Griffin [1980] [1 folder] 
43. Cato, Minto [1979] [1 folder] 
44. Center for Afroamerican and African Studies [Univ. of Michigan] 
[1973] [1 folder] 
45. Chambers 
45.1 Chambers, Joe [1988] [1 folder] 
45.2 Chambers, Stephen A. [aka Hakim, Talib Rasul] 
[1970–1981] [1 folder] 
46. Clark, Rogie [1972 – 1978] [1 folder] 
47. Closson 
47.1 Closson, David L. [1974] [1 folder] 
47.2 Closson, M. D. [1974] [1 folder] 
48. Cole, Frances [1977] [1 folder] 
49. Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel [1912 – 1913] [1 folder] 
50. College Music Society, The [1978] [1 folder] 
51. Collins, Cleota [1976] [1 folder] 
52. Collymore, Winston [1975] [1 folder] 
53. Coltrane, John [1975] [1 folder] 
54. Cook, Mercer [1970 – 1985] [1 folder] 
55. Coolen, Michael T. [1982] [1 folder] 
56. Cooper 
56.1 Cooper, Clarence [1980] [1 folder] 
56.2 Cooper, William Benjamin [1982] [1 folder] 
57. Cordero, Roque [1980] [1 folder] 
58. Coston, Jean [1979] [1 folder] 
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59. Cozeaux, Isabelle [1971] [1 folder] 
 
Box 39; Series 17 [39:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Creditor through Europe 
60. Creditor, Bruce M. [1979] [1 folder] 
61. Criner, Clyde [1985] [1 folder] 
62. Crowder, Henry [1972] [1 folder] 
63 Cumbo  
 63.1 Cumbo, Clarrisa [1973 - 1988] [1 folder] 
 63.2 Cumbo, Marion [1969 – 1990] [4 folders] 
 Folder 1 [1969 – 1977]  
 Folder 2 [1978 – 1979]  
 
 
64. 
Folder 3 [1980 – 1990 & undated] 
Folder 4 [Articles & announcements] 
Cunningham 
 
 64.1 Cunningham, Arthur [1969 – 1976] [1 folder] 
 64.2 Cunningham, Caroline [1971] [1 folder] 
65. Cureau, Rebecca T. [1993] [1 folder] 
66. Currens, Rebecca E. [1974] [1 folder] 
67. Current, Gloster B. [1978] [1 folder] 
68. Cyrille, Andrew [1989] [1 folder] 
69. Da Costa, Noel [1973 – 1988] [1 folder] 
70. Davis, Richard [1972] [1 folder] 
71. Dawson  
 71.1 Dawson, Mary Cardwell [1981] [1 folder] 
 71.2 Dawson, William L. [1978 – 1982] [1 folder] 
72. DeBose, Tourgee [1981] [1 folder] 
73. de Lerma, Dominique-René [1980 – 1991] [1 folder] 
74. Des Verney, Bertha [1973] [1 folder] 
75. Dickerson, Roger [1974 – 1976] [1 folder] 
76. Donaldson, Mary Katherine [1982] [1 folder] 
77. Douglass  
 77.1 Douglass, Fannie H. [1972 – 1975] [1 folder] 
 77.2 Douglass, Joseph Henry [1973] [1 folder] 
78. Dower, Catherine [undated] [1 folder] 
79. Dunbar, Rudolph [1979 – 1986] [1 folder] 
80. Duncan  
 80.1 Duncan, John [1973 – 1976] [1 folder] 
 80.2 Duncan, Todd [1977 -1978] [1 folder] 
81. Edet, Edan [1979] [1 folder] 
82. Ekwueme, Laz [1974 – 1976] [1 folder] 
83. El-Dabh, Halim [1980] [1 folder] 
84. Eldridge, Roy [1981] [1 folder] 
85. Epstein  
 85.1 Epstein, Dena [1972] [1 folder] 
 85.2 Epstein, Selma [1982] [1 folder] 
86. Ernst, David [1977] [1 folder] 
87. Eskew, Harry [1974] [1 folder] 
88. Euba, Akin [1976 – 1991] [1 folder] 
89. Europe, James [1987] [1 folder] 
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Box 40; Series 17 [40:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Faunce through Jan 
90. Faunce, Hank [1977] [1 folder] 
91. Feman, Marvin K. [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
92. Fischer, William S. [1970 – 1971] [1 folder] 
93. Floyd, Samuel, Jr. [1974-1986] [4 folders] 
 Folder 1 [1974 – 1976]  
Folder 2 [1977 – 1979] 
Folder 3 [1980 – 1984] 
Folder 4 [1985 – 1986] 
94. Forbes, Kathleen 1974 – 1979] [1 folder] 
95. Foster  
 95.1 Foster, Frank [1979] [1 folder] 
 95.2 Foster, William P. [1991] [1 folder] 
96. Freeman, Paul [1972] [1 folder] 
97. Frierson  
 97.1 Frierson, Billie [1970] [1 folder] 
 97.2 Frierson, Andrew [1980 – 1984] [1 folder] 
98. Frolkin, Victor Alexandrowitch [1979] [1 folder] 
99. Furman, James [1978 – 1980] [1 folder] 
100. Garcia, William B. [1973 – 1979] [1 folder] 
101. Gardner, Newport [1971 – 1975] [1 folder] 
102. Gaston, Oland [1979] [1 folder] 
103. Gerren, Nicholas L. [1972 – 1979] [1 folder] 
104. Glickman, Sylvia [1992] [1 folder] 
105. Grant, Claude D. [1973] [1 folder] 
106. Green  
 106.1 Green, Jeffrey [1988] [1 folder] 
 106.2 Green, Mildred [1995] [1 folder] 
107. Guinier, Ewart [1973] [1 folder] 
108. Guy, Thomas C., Jr. [undated] [1 folder] 
109. Hall  
 109.1 Hall, Felipe A. [1973 – 1986] [1 folder] 
 109.2 Hall, Ian [1976 – 1977] [1 folder] 
110. Handy  
 110.1 Handy, Antoinette [1974 – 1977] [1 folder] 
 110.2 Handy, Louise [1969 – 1979] [1 folder] 
111. Harris  
 111.1 Harris, Carl [1974 – 1979] [1 folder] 
 111.2 Harris, M. A. “Spike” [1971 – 1973] [1 folder] 
112. Harrison  
 112.1 Harrison, Daphne [1988] [1 folder] 
 112.2 Harrison, Frank [1979] [1 folder] 
113. Hart  
 113.1 Hart, Henry [1978] [1 folder] 
 113.2 Hart, Myrtle [1979] [1 folder] 
114. Hatch, James [1971 – 1979] [1 folder] 
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115. Hayes, Roland [1976 – 1993] [1 folder] 
116. Haynes  
 116.1 Haynes, Eugene [1979] [1 folder] 
 116.2 Haynes, Loyve Jeter [Mrs. George E.] [1973] [1 folder] 
117. Henken, Morris [1974] [1 folder] 
118. Heyward, Sammy [1980] [1 folder] 
119. Hill, Roy [1973 – 1993] [1 folder] 
120. Hitchcock, H. Wiley [1972] [1 folder] 
1210. Holloway, Lou E. [1974] [1 folder] 
122. Holmes, Robert, Jr. [1974 – 1980] [1 folder] 
123. Howlett, Felicity A. [1974] [1 folder] 
124. Hudson, Gossie Harold [1977] [1 folder] 
125. Hummings, Armenta Adams [1979] [1 folder] 
126. Hunter, Alberta [1979] [1 folder] 
127. Imara, Mwalimu [1974] [1 folder] 
128. Jackson  
 128.1 Jackson, Barbara Garvey [1985] [1 folder] 
 128.2 Jackson, Isaiah [1979 – 1980] [1 folder] 
129. Jacquet, Illinois [1978 – 1985] [1 folder] 
130. Jan [NYUniv.] [1972] [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 41; Series 17 [41:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Jenkins through Muller 
131. Jenkins  
 131.1 Jenkins, Antonio [1984 – 1993] [1 folder] 
 131.2 Jenkins, Edmund [1980] [1 folder] 
132. Jessye, Eva [1969 – 1982] [1 folder] 
133. Johns, Altona [1971 – 1977] [1 folder] 
134. Johnson  
 134.1 Johnson, Duane E. [1971] [1 folder] 
 134.2 Johnson, Francis “Frank” [1979 – 1982] [1 folder] 
135. Jones  
 135.1 Jones, Elayne [1967 – 1981] [1 folder] 
 135.2 Jones, Harold [1989] [1 folder] 
 135.3 Jones, Olive B. [1973] [1 folder] 
 135.4 Jones, Pearl [1978 – 1981] [1 folder] 
 135.5 Jones, Rhett [1978] [1 folder] 
 135.6 Jones, T. Marshall [1973] [1 folder] 
136. Joplin, Scott [1976] [1 folder] 
137. Jordan  
 137.1 Jordan, Joe [1971] [1 folder] 
 137.2 Jordan, Robert [1980] [1 folder] 
138. Kaiser, Ernest [1977] [1 folder] 
139. Kay, Ulysses [1969? – 1989] [1 folder] 
140. Keller, Phyllis [1979] [1 folder] 
141. Kemp  
 141.1 Kemp, Emme [1994] [1 folder] 
 141.2 Kemp, Walter H. [1970 – 1978] [1 folder] 
142. Khadeja [1978] [1 folder] 
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143. King  
 143.1 King, B. B. [1975] [1 folder] 
 143.2 King, Fred [1973 – 1975] [1 folder] 
144. Klein, Deanne Arkus [1972] [1 folder] 
145. Knauer, Wolfram [1991] [1 folder] 
146. Kunstadt, Len [1972 – 1973] [1 folder] 
147. La Brew, Arthur [1974 – 1978] [1 folder] 
148. Lew, Buzz [1980] [1 folder] 
149. Loeb, Arthur [1985] [1 folder] 
150. Logan, Wendell [1975 – 1977] [1 folder] 
151. Long, Richard A. [1974] [1 folder] 
152. Lotz, Rainer [1990] [1 folder] 
153. Louis, Betty Ann [1974] [1 folder] 
154. Love, Josephine Harreld [1981 – 1990] [1 folder] 
155. Lovingood, Penman [1980 – 1984] [1 folder] 
156. Manfugas, Zenaida [1979] [1 folder] 
157. Martin  
 157.1 Martin, Gary M. [1974] [1 folder] 
 157.2 Martin, Sandra Pratt [1974?] [1 folder] 
158. Mason, Sheila [1974?] [1 folder] 
159. Matthews, Inez [1980] [1 folder] 
160. Maultsby, Portia [1975 – 1980] [1 folder] 
161. McCall, Maurice [1972] [1 folder] 
162. McClain, Ernest [1976 – 1977] [1 folder] 
163. McConnell, R. Fraiser [1973] [1 folder] 
164. McCue, George [1976] [1 folder] 
165. McGill, Allyson [1974] [1 folder] 
166. McGinty, Doris [1980] [1 folder] 
167. McLean, Jackie [1973 – 1980] [1 folder] 
168. Meadows, Eddie [1973 – 1980] [1 folder] 
169. Merrifield, Norman [1979] [1 folder] 
170. Miller, Sammye [1979] [1 folder] 
171. Moore  
 171.1 Moore, Carman [1971] [1 folder] 
 171.2 Moore, Undine [1971 – 1985] [1 folder] 
172. Moran, Neil K. [1979] [1 folder] 
173. Moss, Richard [1977] [1 folder] 
174. Muller, Philip R. [1973] [1 folder] 
 
 
Box 42; Series 17 [42:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Nash through Szul 
175. Nash, Leila [1973] [1 folder] 
176. Nelson, Kalvert [1974] [1 folder] 
177. Newson, Roosevelt [1976 – 1977] [1 folder] 
178. Nickerson, Camille [1974] [1 folder] 
179. Nketia, J. H. Kwabena [1972 – 1975] [1 folder] 
180. Norman  
 180.1 Norman, Jessye [1980] [1 folder] 
 180.2 Norman, Ruth [1978] [1 folder] 
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181. Nzewi, Meki [1976 – 1987] [1 folder] 
182. Ofori, A. Twumasi-Ankra [1975] [1 folder] 
183. Ogasapian, John [1977] [1 folder] 
184. Olatunji, M. Babatunde [1982 – 1983] [1 folder] 
185. Owen, Barbara [1974] [1 folder] 
186. Parker, Charlie [1973] [1 folder] 
187. Parrish, C. Julian [1954 – 1991] [1 folder] 
188. Patterson, Willis [1975 – 1996] [1 folder] 
189. Perry  
 189.1 Perry, Julia [1972 – 1976] [1 folder] 
 189.2 Perry, Regenia [1974 – 1986] [1 folder] 
190. Peterson, Elwood [1974 – 1991] [1 folder] 
191. Pettis, James [1974] [1 folder] 
192. Pierson, Ed [1980] [1 folder] 
193. Porter, Karl [1972] [1 folder] 
194. Price, John [1971 – 1973] [1 folder] 
195. Quick, Maranantha [undated] [1 folder] 
196. Quinlan, Paul [1979] [1 folder] 
197. Quinn, Cecil [undated] [1 folder] 
198. R. R. Bowker Company [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
199. Ralston, Jack [1972 – 1975] [1 folder] 
200. Reed, Addison [1974 – 1975] [1 folder] 
201. Reilly, John Terrence [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
202. Revolutionary Ensemble [1973] [1 folder] 
203. Rivers, Clarence, Rev. [1978] [1 folder] 
204. Roach, Hildred [1974 – 1979] [1 folder] 
205. Roberts, Howard [1979 – 1980] [1 folder] 
206. Robinson, Florence [1980 – 1982] [1 folder] 
207. Russell, George [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
208. Ryder, Georgia A. [1974 – 1976] [1 folder] 
209. Saltonstall, Cecilia D. [1977] [1 folder] 
210. Sanders, Robert L. [1973] [1 folder] 
211. Shirley  
 211.1 Shirley, George [1970 – 1996] [1 folder] 
 211.2 Shirley, Wayne [1990 – 1991] [1 folder] 
212. Sicherman, Barbara [1976] [1 folder] 
213. Siegel, Dorothy [1978] [1 folder] 
214. Sims, Robert W. [1974] [1 folder] 
215. Singleton, Alvin [1975 – 1989] [1 folder] 
216. Sleeper, David R. [1979] [1 folder] 
217. Smallwood, Bill [undated] [1 folder] 
218. Smith  
 218.1 Smith, Hale [1973 – 1983] [1 folder] 
 218.2 Smith, Leo [1973 – 1975] [1 folder] 
219. Southall  
 219.1 Southall, Geneva [1977 – 1978] [1 folder] 
 219.2 Southall, Mitchell [1973] [1 folder] 
220. Sowande, Fela [1975] [1 folder] 
221. Spady James G. [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
222. Spearman, Rawn [1973 – 1993] [1 folder] 
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223. Spencer  
 223.1 Spencer, Jon Michael [1989] [1 folder] 
 223.2 Spencer, Leon P. [1972] [1 folder] 
224. Standifer, James [1990 – 1991] [1 folder] 
225. Starks, George L., Jr. [1983 – 1989] [1 folder] 
226. Stewart, Milton [1973] [1 folder] 
227. Still, William Grant [1974 – 1995] [1 folder] 
228. Stopp, Jacklin [1991] [1 folder] 
229. Stuart, Jane E. [1982] [1 folder] 
230. Suthern, Orrin [1979] [1 folder] 
231. Swanson, Howard [1971 – 1979] [1 folder] 
232. Szul, Andrij V. [1974] [1 folder] 
 
Box 43; Series 17 [43:17] 
17. Correspondence files; Tapscott through Wyatt 
233. Tapscott, Horace E. [1977] [1 folder] 
234. Taylor, Curtis B. [1974] [1 folder] 
235. Taylor, Geraldine A. [1974] [1 folder] 
236. Thomas  
 236.1 Thomas, Alfred Jack [1979] [1 folder] 
 236.2 Thomas, C. Edward [1976] [1 folder] 
237. Tick, Judith [1998] [1 folder] 
238. Tilghman, A. L. [1980] [1 folder] 
239. Tillis, Frederick [1969 – 1975] [1 folder] 
240. Titcomb, Caldwell [1991] [1 folder] 
241. Turner, Patricia [1979 – 1980] [1 folder] 
242. Van Buren, Catherine [1928 – 1980] [1 folder] 
243. Walker  
 243.1 Walker, Frances [1979 – 1981] [1 folder] 
 243.2 Walker, George [1970 – 1977] [1 folder] 
244. Watts, Nellie [1979] [1 folder] 
245. Webb, Charles H. [1974] [1 folder] 
246. Wentworth, Richard L. [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
247. Whalum, Wendell P. [1971 – 1979] [1 folder] 
248. White  
 248.1 White, Chappell [1973] [1 folder] 
 248.2 White, Clarence C. [1969 – 1976] [1 folder] 
249. Whiteman, Clarence E. [1973 – 1975] [1 folder] 
250. Wilkins, Marshall S. [1973] [1 folder] 
251. Williams  
 251.1 Williams, Daniel T. [1979 – 1990] [1 folder] 
 251.2 Williams, Ora [1973 – 1974] [1 folder] 
 251.3 Williams, Raleigh C. [1973] [1 folder] 
 251.4 Williams, Thelma [1973] [1 folder] 
252. Wilmer, Val [1990] [1 folder] 
253. Wilson, Olly [1985] [1 folder] 
254. Wohlstetter, Paul [1990] [1 folder] 
255. Wolfe, George [1977] [1 folder] 
256. Woodward, Henry [1972] [1 folder] 
257. Work, Julian [1980] [1 folder] 
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258. Wright, Josephine [1976 – 1990] [1 folder] 
259. Wyatt, Lucius R. [1978 – 1980] [1 folder] 
 
[Note: materials in Boxes 44 and 45 are housed in the same container.]  
Box 44, Series 18 [44:18] 
18. Photographs, alphabetical 
1. A 
Adderly, Cannonball [1 photo] 
Adkins, Paul Spencer [1 photo] 
Allen, Betty [1 photo] 
Allen William Duncan 
[ca. 1957] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1980] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1980, color] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1937] [2 photos] 
Allen, William Duncan w/ Leontyne Price [ca. 1958] [1 photo] 
Ammons, George [1 photo] 
Anderson, Fred [see Anderson’s Singing Syncopators] 
Anderson’s Singing Syncopators [ca. 1922 – 1924] [1 photo] 
Anderson, Marion [1 photo] 
Anderson, Marion [1 photo] 
Anderson, Marion [as Ulrica in Ballo in Maschera] [1 photo] 
Anderson, Thomas Jefferson [T. J.] [1 photo] 
Anderson, Thomas Jefferson [T. J.] [1 photo] 
Armstrong, Lillian “Lil” Hardin [1 photo] 
Armstrong, Louis [ca. 1942] and Duke Ellington [ca. 1940] [1 photo] 
Army Band, WWI [1 photo] 
Arroyo, Martina [1 photo] 
2. B - Bl 
Baker, Dave [1 photo] 
Baldwin, Marcia [1 photo] 
Basie, Count [1 photo] 
“Bayou Legend, A” [see also William Grant Still] [1 photo] 
Bazemore, Raymond [1 photo] 
Bearden, Romare [1 photo] 
Black Music Repertory Ensemble [see also T. J. Anderson] [1 photo] 
Black Swan Records [see also Revella Hughes] [1 photo] 
Blake, Eubie 
[ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
“Ragtime Pianist” [ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1969, inscribed] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1969, not inscribed] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1974] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1974] [1 photo] 
[color image, not dated] [1 photo 
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Hands [2 views] [2 photos] 
Blake, Eubie w/ William Grant Still [1 photo] 
Bland, James [playbill, ca. 1918] [1 photo] 
Bledsoe, James 
[Amonasro in Aida, ca. 1937] [1 photo] 
[Joe in Show Boat, ca. 1927] [1 photo] 
[The Emperor Jones, ca. 1934] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1930] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1937] [1 photo] 
Blues 
[ca. 1970] [1 photo] 
Blues singer [at folk festival, ca. 1966] [2 photos] 
Blues singers [unidentified] [1 photo] 
Blues [sou! bag, no. 1] [1 photo] 
Blues [sou! bag, no. 1] [1 photo] 
Blues & Swing magazine [no. 1] [1 photo] 
Bluesmen [unidentified] [1 photo] 
3. Bo – By 
Bon Bon Quartet, The [1 photo] 
Booth, Alan w/ Kermit Moore & Harry Glickman [1 photo] 
Boyer Brothers [1 photo] 
Boys Choir of Harlem [2 photos] 
Bradshaw, Tiny [1 photo] 
Brerison, Carroll [1 photo] 
Brown, Grayson W. [1 photo] 
Brown, James 
[promotional, no date] [1 photo] 
[Apollo Theater, Harlem, ca. 1971] [1 photo] 
Brown, Oscar, Jr. [1 photo] 
Brown, William 
[in front of Carnegie Hall, not dated] [2 photos] 
[promotional, no date] [1 photo] 
Bumbry, Grace 
[Amneris in Aida, no date] [1 photo] 
[“before 1970”] [1 photo] 
Burleigh, Harry T. [2 images] [2 photos] 
Burrell, Charles [1 photo] 
Butler, Billy [1 photo] 
Byas, Don [1 photo] 
4. C 
Calloway, Earl 
[w/ Fred Blair, Dallas Mayor Pro-Tem, ca. 1980] [1 photo] 
[w/ Bob Ray Sanders, ca. 1980] [1 photo] 
Campbell, Lucie 
[galley print] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1954 – 55] [1 photo] 
[at piano, galley print] [1 photo] 
[at piano, ca. 1983] [1 photo] 
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“Jesus Gave Me Water” sheet music cover [1 photo] 
Cannon, Gus [ca. 1971] [1 photo] 
Checker, Chubby [postcard, ca. 1961] [1 photo] 
Cherry, Don [postcard, ca. 1985] [1 photo] 
Clayton, Buck w/ Harry “Sweets” Edison [ca. 1990] [1 photo] 
Clinton, George [1 photo] 
Cole, Nat 
[book jacket] [1 photo] 
[promotional, no date] [2 images] [2 photos] 
[frame from movie Night of the Quarter Moon, ca. 
1959] [1 photo] 
[frame from movie China Gate, ca. 1957] [1 photo] 
[Nat King Cole Trio] [1 photo] 
Cole, Vinton [1 photo] 
Cook, Will Marion [1 photo] 
Cooper, Maurice 
[at piano] [1 photo] 
[w/ The Blind Artists] [1 photo] 
[early promotional w/ autograph] [1 photo] 
Creamer, Henry and John Turner Layton [1 photo] 
Crump, Joe with Joe Crump Band [1 photo] 
Cunningham, Arthur [1 photo] 
Cyrille, Andrew 
“… plays Ludwig” [1 photo] 
[promotional] [1 photo] 
5. D 
Dabney, Ford [1 photo] 
Davis, Miles 
Berlin, West Germany, ca. 1969 [1 photo] 
[postcard,  recording Porgy and Bess, ca. 1958] [1 photo] 
Davy, Georgia [1 photo] 
Dawson, Wiliam L. 
[from journal] [1 photo] 
[promotional] [1 photo] 
De Bose, Tourgee [galley print, no date] [1 photo] 
De la Rosa, Evelyn [see Hayes, Roland] 
Delphin & Romain [1 photo] 
Deniz, Joe w/ Leslie Thompson, Don Johnson, & Len 
Garrison, ca. 1986 [1 photo] 
Dent, Jessie Covington 
[at piano] [1 photo] 
[early promotional] [1 photo] 
[early promotional at piano] [1 photo] 
Dett, Robert Nathaniel 
[promotional] [1 photo] 
[early promotional] [1 photo] 
Dixon, Bill [1 photo] 
Dixon, Lucille [1 photo] 
Dobbs, Mattiwilda [as Gilda in Rigoletto, ca. before 1970]      [1 photo] 
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Douglass, Fannie Howard [1 photo] 
Dunn, Todd [promotional from Porgy and Bess] [1 photo] 
6. E 
Eckstine, Billy [1 photo] 
Ellington, Duke 
[looking over piano] [1 photo] 
[smiling] [1 photo] 
[right ¾ profile] [1 photo] 
Estes, Simon [as Amonasro in Aida] [1 photo] 
Europe, James 
[Playbill w/ The Castles, ca. April 22, 1915] [1 photo] 
[Castle House Rag – One Step record label] [1 photo] 
w/ The Clef Club Band, ca. 1914 [1 photo] 
w/ Clef Club Orchestra, ca. 1910 [1 photo] 
[Souvenir program, Oct. 20, 1910] [1 photo] 
[Contemporary cartoon, ca. 1912] [1 photo] 
 
7. F 
Ferman Tapp Band [1 photo] 
Fitzgerald, Ella [promotional, ca. 1979] [1 photo] 
Flack, Roberta w/ Narada Michael Walden & Sri Chinmoy [1 photo] 
Florida A & M University Band 
[“Disco 76”] [1 photo] 
[close-up saxophone section] [1 photo] 
[diagonal formation] [1 photo] 
Floyd, Samuel A., Jr. [1 photo] 
Fouchet, Ruth Allen [presenting DuSable award to 
Unidentified man, no date] [1 photo] 
Four Saints in Three Acts [scene from 1934 production   [1 photo] 
Franklin, Aretha [promotional] [1 photo] 
Frierson, Andrea [postcard, performance announcement, ca. 
1983] [1 photo] 
8. G 
Garner, Erroll w/ his trio [1 photo] 
Georgia Sea Islands [1 photo] 
Gillespie, Dizzy 
w/ Louis Armstrong [1 photo] 
“‘A Night in Tunisia’: A Musical Portrait”, VHS box [1 photo] 
[promotional two image drawing] [4 photos] 
[promotional, playing horn] [1 photo] 
[promotional, leaning on conga drum] [3 photos] 
[w/ Editor Barry Kernfeld] [1 photo] 
Gordon, Dexter [1 photo] 
Graham, Larry [1 photo] 
“Great Lakes Experience: 1942 – 1945” 
[group shot, talking, from jam session] [2 photos] 
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[group shot, playing] [1 photo] 
[Huel Perkins and Thomas Bridge taping session] [1 photo] 
Greene, Bill [see “Yes, God is Real”] 
 
9. H 
Hall, Adelaide [1 photo] 
Hall, Felipe [1 photo] 
Hamilton, Andy [1 photo] 
Hampton, Lionel [1 photo] 
Handy, W. C. 
[promotional, w/piano and trumpet] [1 photo] 
w/ William Grant Still & Wolfie Gilbert [1 photo] 
“Music Americans All” sign [1 photo] 
w/ Duke Ellington [1 photo] 
playing trumpet [1 photo] 
Statue in handy Park, Memphis, TN [1 photo] 
Hardin, Lil [see Armstrong, Lillian “Lil” Hardin] 
Harreld, Kemper 
w/ Morehouse College Glee Club, ca. 1950 – 52 [1 photo] 
w/ Josephine Harreld Love, ca. 1950s [1 photo] 
w/ family, cutting birthday cake [1 photo] 
Harris, Hilda 
Ca. 1976 [1 photo] 
[smaller version of above] [1 photo] 
Hayes, Roland 
“Musical Legacy” w/ Paul Spencer Adkins [1 photo] 
Russian tour poster, ca. 1928 [1 photo] 
Evelyn de la Rosa w/ Paul Spencer Adkins and 
Paul Spencer Adkins w/ Afrika Hayes Lambe [1 photo] 
Ca. 1970 [1 photo] 
Hopkins, Sam “Lightnin” [postcard] [1 photo] 
Hughes, Revella 
[promotional, autographed, ca. 1982] [1 photo] 
[high school orchestra] [1 photo] 
[“Senior Pianoforte Recital” program, ca. 1917] [1 photo] 
 
10. I – J 
Jackson, Freddie [1 photo] 
Jackson, Mahalia [1 photo] 
Jacquet, Illinois [1 photo] 
Jarvis Brothers Quintet [1 photo] 
Jennings, Patricia Prattis [1 photo] 
Jessye, Eva 
[promotional] [1 photo] 
[promotional, 5 character portraits] [1 photo] 
[receiving award] [1 photo] 
Johnson, Hall 
w/ Festival Negro Chorus of Los Angeles [2 photos] 
w/ Hall Johnson Choir [ca. mid-1950s] [1 photo] 
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w/ Hall Johnson Choiir [seated] [1 photo] 
hands [1 photo] 
directing chorus [1 photo] 
Johnson, J. Rosamond [1 photo] 
Johnson, James Price 
Playing in quartet [1 photo] 
w/ unidentified woman [1 photo] 
Jones, Bessie 
Singing & playing tambourine, looking down [1 photo] 
Singing & playing tambourine [2 photos] 
w/ Douglas Quimby in front of classroom [1 photo] 
Jones, James Earl   [see Robeson, Paul] [1 photo] 
11. K 
Kay, Ulysses 
Conducting at rehearsal, hands up [1 photo] 
Conducting at rehearsal, leaning forward [1 photo] 
Going over music [1 photo] 
Early promotional [1 photo] 
King Oliver Jazz Band [1 photo] 
Knight, Gladys & the Pips [postcard] [1 photo] 
King, B. B. and Kris Kristoferson in an interview [1 photo] 
 
12. L 
Lambe, Afrika Hayes [see Hayes, Roland] 
Layton, J. Turner w/ Henry S. Creamer, Dr. E. M. Brawley, Joshua 
H. Jones, Jr., and Emanuel M. Lazare [1 photo] 
Ledbetter, Huddie William “Leadbelly” [galley print, ca. 1975] [1 photo] 
Lee, Everett w/ Merrill Charleton, Hall Johnson, & Lemul Foster [1 photo] 
Léon, Tania [ca. 1995] [1 photo] 
Leyton, Joe [ca. 1976] [1 photo] 
Love, Josephine Harreld 
w/ children of Your Heritage House [1 photo] 
at piano, ca. 1938 [1 photo] 
playing piano, ca. 1938 [1 photo] 
w/ Hazel Harrison [ca. 1930] [1 photo] 
“Black Stars of the Concert Stage 1890 – 1930” exhibit, ca. 
1983 – 84 [1 photo] 
“Harreld Kemper” exhibit at Your Heritage House [1 photo] 
Panel speaker at Conference on Willis James at Spelman 
College [1 photo] 
In front of hedge, ca. 1938? [1 photo] 
In front of child’s portrait at Your Heritage House [1 photo] 
w/ Minnie Rose James [1 photo] 
Loving, Walter H. 
[galley print] [1 photo] 
[sepia tone, in white uniform] [1 photo] 
[early, dark uniform w/ horn] [1 photo] 
[in car] [1 photo] 
[w/ military band] [1 photo] 
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[w/ Manila Military Band] [galley print] [1 photo] 
[w/ military band, Seattle, 1909] [1 photo] 
Lyles, Charles [see Yes, God is Real] 
13. M 
Marine Corps Jam Session, WWII [1 photo] 
Mathis, Johnny 
South African safari, watching lion [1 photo] 
South African safari, watching Cape buffalo [1 photo] 
Matthews, Benjamin [1 photo] 
McCoy, Seth [1 photo] 
McDowell, Fred [1 photo] 
McFerrin, Robert [as Amonasro in Aida, ca. 1955] [2 photos] 
Men’s chorus – unidentified [no date] [1 photo] 
Military Band, British, ca. 1790 
[sepia, 3 x 5] [1 photo] 
[B & W , 5 x 7] [1 photo] 
Mississippi Delta Blues, PBS promotion 
Eugene Powell, Lefty Diz Williams, Hammie Nixon, Robert 
Lockwood Jr., and Johnny Shines [1 photo] 
Sylvia Embry, Clyde Maxwell, Big Joe Williams, Willie Dixon 
and Lefty Diz Williams [1 photo] 
Johnny Shines, Robert Lockwood Jr., Napoleon Strickland, 
Abe Young, Jessie Mae Hemphill, and Eugene 
Powell [1 photo] 
Big Joe Williams, Jessie Mae Hemphill, Abe Young, Sylvia 
Embry and Boyd Rivers [1 photo] 
Bettie Fikes, Sam Chatmon, Willie Dixon, Napoleon 
Strickland and Clyde Maxwell [1 photo] 
Sam Chatmon, Boyd Rivers, Bettie Fikes, and Hammie 
Nixon [1 photo] 
Mitchell, Hal [ca. 1939 – 1940] [1 photo] 
Modern Shout 
[galley print, blue tint, 4 x 5] [1 photo] 
[galley print, B & W, 3 x 4] [1 photo] 
Moody, James [1 photo] 
Moore, Carman [1 photo] 
Moore, Undine Smith [1 photo] 
Morton, Jelly Roll [1 photo] 
Mundt, Richard [1 photo] 
14. N 
Nance, Ray [1 photo] 
“Negro String Quartette [sic]” w/ Arthur Boyd, Felix Weir, Hall 
Johnson, and Marion Cumbo [1 photo] 
Nickerson, Camille 
You Don’t Know When sheet music cover [1 photo] 
Five Creole Songs sheet music cover [1 photo] 
Portrait in Southern belle style gown [1 photo] 
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15. O – P 
Opera South [composite] [1 photo] 
Orchestra – unidentified [ca. 1970 – 1990?] [1 photo] 
Perry, Julia [1 photo] 
Pillars, Charlie [1 photo] 
Potter, Raeschelle [see Still, William Grant] 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band [color, magazine ad] [1 photo] 
Price, Florence 
[promotional, semi-profile, left] [1 photo] 
[promotional, full profile, left] [1 photo] 
Price, John E. [performance announcement card] [1 photo] 
Price, Leontyne 
[Leonora in Il Trovatore] [1 photo] 
[“In Performance at the White House” w/ David 
Witherspoon and Lillias White] [1 photo] 
[promotional] [1 photo] 
16. Q – R  
Rainey, Gertrude “Ma”  [1 photo] 
Rayam, Curtis [see Scott, Gladys] [1 photo] 
Reese, Della [ca. 1974]  [1 photo] 
Redding, Otis [cove of Super Soul, Bulletin de la R & B Appreciation 
Society de France, March 1968] [1 photo] 
Robeson, Paul 
[interview photo] [1 photo] 
[Othello in Othello] [1 photo] 
[promotional photo of Robeson for the biographical drama 
Paul Robeson, w/ James Earl Jones] [1 photo] 
Robinson, Jon [1 photo] 
Robinson, Randall [1 photo] 
Roosevelt, Franklin D. [signing Social Security Act of 1935] [1 photo] 
Russell, George 
[full front head shot] [2 photos] 
[reclining, reviewing music score] [1 photo] 
Ryder, Georgia [see Ryder, Noah] 
Ryder, Noah 
[early, semi-profile] [1 photo] 
[conducting Norfolk division of Virginia State College Choir, 
Georgia Ryder at piano, ca 1950] [1 photo] 
17. S – Sh 
Schomburg, Arthur [exhibition announcement] [1 photo] 
Schuyler, Philippa 
[young woman] [1 photo] 
[young girl] [1 photo] 
Scott, Betty Graves [see Yes, God is Real] 
Scott, Gladys w/ Curtis Rayam [1 photo] 
Shirley, George 
[Almaviva in The Barber of Seville] [1 photo] 
[Narraboth in Salome] [1 photo] 
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[The Duke in Rigoletto] [1 photo] 
[Rodolfo in La Bohème] [1 photo] 
[Tamino in The Magic Flute] [1 photo] 
[Don José in Carmen] [1 photo] 
[Pelleas in Pelleas and Melisande] [2 photos] 
[arms folded] [1 photo] 
[Romeo in Romeo and Juliet] [1 photo] 
[Alfredo in La Traviata] [1 photo] 
Shuffle Along, cast of 1922 [1 photo] 
Shuffle Along Orchestra [1 photo] 
18. Si – Sw 
Singers, unidentified [from late 19th  C or early 20th C] [1 photo] 
Singleton, Alvin [ca. 1982] [1 photo] 
Sissle, Noble and Eubie Blake [ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
Smith, Bessie [ca. 1924] [1 photo] 
Smith, Hale 
[3/4 profile, right, ca. 1994] [1 photo] 
[near full frontal head shot, no date] [1 photo] 
[full frontal head shot, arms crossed, no date] [1 photo] 
[3/4 profile, left, no jacket, ca. 1994] [1 photo] 
[3/4 profile, left, smiling, no date] [1 photo] 
[3/4 profile, left, pin-stripe jacket, no date] [1 photo] 
Smith, Leo [1 photo] 
Smith, Mamie [ca. 1925] [1 photo] 
Smith, Willie “The Lion” [ca. 1946] [1 photo] 
Southern, Eileen 
[looking over left shoulder, no date] [1 photo] 
[w/ Dizzy Gillespie & Lewis Porter, ca. 1985] [1 photo] 
“The Stage” [1 photo] 
Stephenson, Louis [ca. 1986] [1 photo] 
Still, William Grant 
[at piano, left hand on music, no date] [2 photos] 
[scene from A Bayou Legend w/ Raeschelle Potter] [1 photo] 
[receiving award from Governor of Mississippi, ca. 1975] [1 photo] 
[at University of Miami, ca. 1963] [1 photo] 
[galley print, seated w/ Adrian Michaelis, no date] [1 photo] 
[group shot, Still 5th  from right, no date] [1 photo] 
[w/ family, wife at piano, no date] [1 photo] 
[The Still family w/ Shepp, no date] [1 photo] 
[w/ daughter, Judith Still Headlee, no date] [1 photo] 
[three scenes from A Bayou Legend] [1 photo] 
Strickland, Napoleon [playing home-made fife, no date] [1 photo] 
Swanson, Howard 
[seated at piano, left hand on keys, no date] [1 photo] 
[3/4 profile, left, no date] [1 photo] 
[full frontal standing before African pattern, no date] [1 photo] 
Sweet Honey in the Rock 
[concert photo, no date] [1 photo] 
[PBS promotional, ca. 1984] [1 photo] 
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19. T 
Talbert, Florence Cole [1 photo] 
Taylor, Billy 
[promotional, no date] [1 photo] 
[teaching, no date] [1 photo] 
[“A Festival of the Arts: Expressions ‘81”] [1 photo] 
Thomas, Alfred Jack [1 photo] 
Thomas, Raymond [ca. 1982 – 84] [1 photo] 
Thompson, Leslie [ca. 1930s] [1 photo] 
Thompson, Leon Evanette 
[conducting, no date] [1 photo] 
[rehearsing the New York Philharmonic and members of the 
All-City High School Orchestra, no date] [1 photo] 
Thompson, Leslie w/ Coleridge Goode & Louis Stephenson [ca. 
1986] [1 photo] 
Thomson, Virgil [Four Saints in Three Acts: with Gertrude Stein,  
ca. 1930; right, w/ Joel Thome, ca. 1981] [1 photo] Thornton, “Big Mama” 
[ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
[ca. 1969] [1 photo] 
“Treemonisha” [scene from Houston Grand Opera production, ca. 
1982] [1 photo] 
Turner, Joe [ca. 1981] [1 photo] 
Turner, Othos w/ Napoleon Strickland [1 photo] 
Tuskegee Normal & Industrial Institute Band, Glee Club & Orchestra 
[no date] [1 photo] 
 
20. U – V 
Van Buren, Catherine [1 photo] 
“Village Choir, The” [postcard, ca. 1911] [1 photo] 
 
21. W 
Wade, David [1 photo] 
Walker, George [pianist, no date] [1 photo] 
Walker, T-Bone [Soul Bag magazine cover, no date] [1 photo] 
Waters, Ethel [1 photo] 
Watts, Andre [1 photo] 
Weatherspoon, David [see Price, Leontyne] 
West, John F. [1 photo] 
White, Andrew [ca. 1975] [1 photo] 
White, Clarence Cameron 
[full front chest & head image, no date] [1 photo] 
[program announcement card with wife, ca. 1915] [1 photo] 
[American Tour, season 1910 – 11] [1 photo] 
[left profile, writing at table, no date] [1 photo] 
White, Lillias [see Price, Leontyne] 
Whiteman, Clarence 
[3/4 right profile, at organ in coat, no date] [1 photo] 
[3/4 left profile, at organ, in robes, no date] [1 photo] 
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[3/4 right profile, at organ in coat, closer, no date] [1 photo] 
[American Tour, season 1910 – 11] [1 photo] 
Wilkins, Dave w/ Don Johnson [ca. 1986] [1 photo] 
Wilkins, Jimmy [1 photo] 
Williams, Danny 
[Danny Williams Band, ca. 1936?] [1 photo] 
[Danny Williams Orchestra, promotional mail card, no date] [1 photo] 
[Danny Williams Orchestra, galley print, ca. 1936?] [1 photo] 
Williams, Mary Lou 
[seated at piano, speaking, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, smiling, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, right profile, no date] [1 photo] 
[speaking/singing into microphone, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, right profile, smiling, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, ¾ turn right, with right hand raised, no 
date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, playing, ¾ right profile, no date] [1 photo] 
[seated at piano, listening to audience, no date] [1 photo] 
[playing piano, ¾ turn to right, no date] [1 photo] 
[holding mic, facing audience, smiling, no date] [1 photo] 
[playing piano, right profile, no date] [1 photo] 
Wills, Nat [Never! Music cover, ca. 1904] [1 photo] 
Wilson, Olly 
[3/4 pose, right, in suit w/ mustache only, no date] [1 photo] 
[earlier, left facing pose, nearly full front, with mustache, chin 
beard, & sideburns, no date] [1 photo] 
Women’s Symphony Orchestra w/ Margaret Bonds as guest soloist, 
conductor Florence Price, ca. 1934] [1 photo] 
Wonder, Stevie [1 photo] 
Wright, Jerome [ca. 1974] [1 photo] 
 
22. X, Y, & Z 
Yes, God id Real [scene from stage production w/ Bill Greene, 
Charles Lyles, & Betty Graves Scott, ca. 1983?] [1 photo] 
Young, Lester [1 photo] 
 
23. Unidentified photographs, by description 
“Helen and Lewis” – professional photo, mature couple [1 photo] 
Middle aged couple, woman playing piano, man standing and 
singing [1 photo] 
“Exhibit A” – two photos, one page 
Couple on mules [1 photo] 
Same couple, woman dramatically gesturing for man to 
leave [1 photo] 
“Exhibit B” – Couple, man extending hand & laughing, woman with 
back to man [1 photo] 
“Exhibit C” – Three photos, one page 
Older man [1 photo] 
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Three generations, old man, younger man and boy [1 photo] 
Young woman [1 photo] 
“Exhibit D” – Three photos, one page 
Very young girl [1 photo] 
Young girl [1 photo] 
Young woman [1 photo] 
Portrait of older man, flags in left corner, treble clef and chord in 
right corner of painting [1 photo] 
11 piece orchestra, ca. 1930s? [1 photo] 
Man with violin, ca. 1890 - 1930s? [1 photo] 
Young man with tie of ships, ca. 1980s? [1 photo] 
 
 
24. Negatives 
Army Band WWII [1 negative] 
Burleigh, Harry T. [1 negative] 
Campbell, Lucie, “Jesus Gave Me Water”, cover [1 negative] 
Cook, Will(iam) Marion [1 negative] 
Fisk Jubilee Singers [1 negative] 
Handy, W C [1 negative] 
Kay, Ulysses [1 negative] 
Marine Corps Jam Session [1 negative] 
Modern Shout [1 negative] 
Schuyller, Philippa [1 negative] 
“The Stage”, drawing [1 negative] 
White, Clarence Cameron [1 negative] 
 
Box 45, Series 19 [45:19] 
19. Photographs, Africa 
1. Artwork 
“Hemo Devils, or Masked Dancers, The” [1 image] 
Sculpture – female in costume [1 photo] 
Sculpture – female with child [1 photo] 
Shrine of Igbo chief [1 photo] 
Turkish Band [4x6] [1 photo] 
Turkish Band [8x10] [1 photo] 
 
2. Dances & ceremonies 
Acrobatic ceremony # 1 [1 photo] 
Acrobatic ceremony # 2 [1 photo] 
Acrobatic ceremony # 3 [1 photo] 
Adolescent girls dance to music of Etuh (proverb) Association [1 photo] 
Aitah masquerades of Andibla village [1 photo] 
Big Drum dance of Carriacou – Cromanti [1 photo] 
Big Drum dance of Carriacou – Hallechord [1 photo] 
Costumed performers in rows [1 photo] 
Dance group presentation in costume [1 photo] 
Dance with spirit figure [1 photo] 
Dancing spirits [1 photo] 
Drummers and chorus singers performing for a recreational dance  [1 photo] 
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Eze Agaba dance [1 photo] 
Festival comic-masquerades during an Okaam chieftancy festival, 
Nneqi, Igbo [1 photo] 
Festival dance – Drama an Iria girl & her “father” [1 photo] 
Hooded men at drum ceremony [1 photo] 
Humans & spirits perform together [1 photo] 
Igbo maiden with matron performing [1 photo] 
Igbo wrestling arena, scenes from The Lost Finger, an Igbo 
Mythological drama [1 photo] 
Igeri female dance-actors posing with props [1 photo] 
Instruments and vocalists accompanying solo dancing [1 photo] 
Keiyo women’s dance group using Kipkurgurik hand rattle [1 photo] 
Kirongo (jumping dance) [1 photo] 
Masquerades of the Aitah Wrrior ensemble, Obohu village [1 photo] 
Masquerades on stilts [1 photo] 
Martial killing wealth ceremony [1 photo] 
Men’s snake/dragon ceremonial dance [1 photo] 
Men with ceremonial animal sculpture [1 photo] 
Mermaid dance during an Ofala (kingship) festival [1 photo] 
Mkpokiti dance troupe in stylized formation dance [1 photo] 
Mkpokiti dance troupe using the Alo [1 photo] 
Modern city dwellers portrayed by costumed festival actors [1 photo] 
Mystical spirit – giant segmented specimen [1 photo] 
Nyloso dance [1 photo] 
Okwukwu (astral burial) ceremony, Ngwa, Igbo [1 photo] 
Okwuwur – the married daughters in traditional costume for the 
ceremony [1 photo] 
Singing / dancing in single line in Rotso (circular formation) [1 photo] 
Solo masquerade dancing (maiden spirit) [1 photo] 
Sword dance # 1 [1 photo] 
Sword dance by the Tawarig people [1 photo] 
Sword dancers in traditional costume [1 photo] 
Tall ceremonial sculpture with child dancers [1 photo] 
Three young dancers in costume [1 photo] 
Warriors in a scene from The Lost Finger, an Igbo mythological 
drama [1 photo] 
Women dancers with headdresses and costumes [1 photo] 
Women performers kneeling [1 photo] 
Women performers with knives and wood blocks [1 photo] 
Women’s dancing circle [1 photo] 
Young costumed dancer with headdress [1 photo] 
 
3. Drums & percussion instruments 
Bata drum [1 photo] 
Bata drummers with Kpuataki [1 photo] 
Clay, gourd-like percussion instruments [1 photo] 
Drum & flute ensemble [1 photo] 
Ekere Mgba [membrane drums in a long row] [1 photo] 
Ekere Mgba performers [1 photo] 
Enugu drummers [1 photo] 
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Enugu drums # 2  [1 photo] 
Ese drum row  [1 photo] 
 
Ethiopian monks chanting & drumming outside Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem                                                                      [1 photo] 
Igede drums: Okpirih, Egbong, & Ubah [4x6] [1 photo] 
Igede drums: Okpirih, Egbong, & Uban [8x10] [1 photo] 
Itotelé drum [1 photo] 
Itotelé & Okonokoló bata drums [1 photo] 
Ketit player [1 photo] 
Kundun [xylophone] [1 photo] 
Nomadic Tuareg drum [1 photo] 
Nwoge group [1 photo] 
Ogirigbuk # 1 [large slit drum] [4x6] [1 photo] 
Ogirigbok # 1 [large slit drum] [8x10] [1 photo] 
Ogirigbok # 2 [4x5] [1 photo] 
Ogirigbok # 3 [5x7] [1 photo] 
Okonokoló drum [2 photos] 
“Original Chibuzo Dance” drum group [1 photo] 
Sounding the Ikolo [1 photo] 
Tam-tam drum [1 photo] 
Tawarig woman plays a nomadic drum [1 photo] 
Three bata drums: the itotelé, the Iya, & the Okonokoló [1 photo] 
Woman playing Egbong drum [1 photo] 
Woman playing Iya drum [1 photo] 
 
4. People 
Aitah Ensemble of Andibla Village [1 photo] 
Amu, Ephraim [2 photos 
“Bebop and Beyond: Caribbean Viewpoints”, group [1 photo] 
Camel Caravan, Niger [1 photo] 
Costumed performers in village [1 photo] 
Crowds at presentations # 1 [1 photo] 
Crowds at presentations # 2 [1 photo] 
Da Silva, A. T. Bank with Tunde King, & Julius Araba [1 photo] 
Da Silva, A. T. Bank with Tunde King & Julius Araba [1 photo] 
Ekerean musicians at funerary ceremony [1 photo] 
Female dancer with bells at hips [1 photo] 
Female performer with braided headdress [1 photo] 
Four female performers [1 photo] 
Hakkama song leaders # 1 [2 photos] 
Hakkama song leaders # 2 [2 photos] 
Igbo woman wearing traditional wig [1 photo] 
Ikpeazu, Egbe [Ese master musician] [1 photo] 
Ikpeazu, Nwankwo and Israel Antahuru [1 photo] 
Ikpeazu, Nwankwo with Joshua Uzolgwe & Israel Anyakhuru 
[master musician] [1 photo] 
Keane, Shake with Val Wilmer [1 photo] 
Kolokua Orchestra [2 photos] 
Children in masquerade [1 photo] 
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Comic masquerades [1 photo] 
Masquerades at presentation [1 photo] 
Masquerades – Umuo Ji [1 photo] 
Masquerade in white [1 photo] 
Men with ceremonial decorative large domed sculpture [1 photo] 
Pukwana, Dudu with Junior Carter [1 photo] 
Small group singing, Liberia [1 photo] 
Song circle with small Ogirigbok [1 photo] 
Stephenson, Louis & Pete Pitterson with Val Wilmer [1 photo] 
Xalamkat Abdulai Ndaiye [1 photo] 
 
5. Places 
Odumata’s sleeping room / Inner Square of Apookoos House [1 photo] 
 
 
6. String & Finger-played instruments 
Woman playing Amzad Violin, Tourag [1 photo] 
Child playing Sekinkane [aka Mbira or Sansa] [a thumb piano       [1 photo] 
Ubo – Aka, three styles & sizes [1 photo] 
 
7. Wind instruments 
Child playing an Oja [flute] [1 photo] 
Costumed performer playing an Oja [1 photo] 
Decorated Oko animal horn [1 photo] 
Decorated Oko animal horns [group playing] [1 photo] 
Four Oja [flutes] [1 photo] 
Ikontit horn with decorated strap [1 photo] 
Kerure flute player [1 photo] 
Marakwets music in Kenya [1 photo] 
Oko animal horn, not decorated [1 photo] 
Oko horns of the Ogirinye ensemble [1 photo] 
Oko horns of the Obirinye ensemble, close-up [1 photo] 
Opikeh, two-toned transverse trumpet [4x6] [1 photo] 
Opikey, two-toned transverse trumpet [8x10] [1 photo] 
 
8. Negatives & slides 
African Long Trumpets [1 negative] 
“Description of the Instruments” [1 negative] 
Men playing large gourd rattles [1 slide] 
Portable kundun [xylophone] [1 slide] 
Stringed box instrument [1 slide] 
 
Box 46, Series 20 [46:20] 
20. Photographs, 19th Century 
1. A 
African Grove Theatre playbill, ca. 1821 [1 photo] 
Aldridge, Ira as Aaron in Titus Andronicus, no date [1 photo] 
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Allen, Richard, Rev. 
[color postcard] [1 photo] 
[portrait on steel by John Sartain, Philadelphia, no 
date] [1 photo] 
[tomb of Richard Allen] [color postcard] [1 photo] 
[pulpit of Richard Allen] [color postcard] [1 photo] 
[Mother Bethel A. M. E. Church, Philadelphia] [color 
postcard] [1 photo] 
Allen, Sarah [wife of Richard] [colorized postcard] [1 photo] 
Anderson, Joseph [1 photo] 
“An Antebellum Sermon” #1 [3x5] [3 photos] 
“An Antebellum Sermon” #2 [2 – 3x5; 1 – 8x10] [3 photos] 
“An Antebellum Sermon” #2 [3x4 galley prints] [2 photos] 
“An Antebellum Sermon” #4 [3x5] [2 photos] 
Atlanta University Quartette [sic] [1 photo] 
 
2. B 
“Bamboula” [1 photo] 
Band of the 107th  U.S. Colored Infantry [1 photo] 
“Bandana Land” [sheet music cover, 
Library of Congress, dated Oct. 10, 1907] [1 photo] 
“Banjo Man” [painting of Sy Gilliat by Wm. James Hubard] [1 photo] 
“Banjo Song, A” [Hampton Institute Camera Club, 1899] [1 photo] 
“Banjo Song, A” #2 [Hampton Institute Camera Club, 899] [1 photo] 
“Banjo Song, A” #3 [Hampton Institute Camera Club, 1899] [1 photo] 
“Baptizing in the Pond” [painting, no date] [1 photo] 
Barres, Basile [portrait, no date] [1 photo] 
Bethune, Thomas Greene “Blind Tom” 
[playbill, ca. 1860] [1 photo] 
[pamphlet or book cover, no date] [1 photo] 
[sketch portrait, ca. 1866] [1 photo] 
[photograph at piano, no date] [1 photo] 
Black Patti Troubadours [group photograph, no date] [1 photo] 
Black Diamond Minstrels [record label, no date] [1 photo] 
“Blackville Gallery – No. 1” [painting, c. 1897] [1 photo] 
Bland, James 
[sheet music cover, ca. 1879] [1 photo] 
[cameo drawing, no date] [1 photo] 
“Bone Player, The” [by William Sidney Mount, no date] [1 photo] 
“Breakfast Horn, The” [by Edward Windsor Kemble, no date] [1 photo] 
Burleigh, Harry [playbill for the Bergen Star Concert, 1894] [1 photo] 
“By the Fireplace” [sketch by Edward Potthast, no date]         [1 photo] 
 
3. C 
“Cabin Tale, A” [photograph/Leigh Richmond Miner, no date] [1 photo] 
[Cake Walk] [drawing, no date] [3 photos] 
“Callender Minstrel Festival” [ca. 1883] [1 photo] 
“Carolina rice Planter, A” [drawing, no date] [1 photo] 
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“Chocolat Dancing” [by Toulouse Lautrec, ca. 1896] [2 photos] 
“Christmas Eve Frolic” [by Nathaniel Orr, no date] [1 photo] 
“Portrait of a Cleric (Rev. Daniel Coker?)” [by Joshua Johnston, 
No date] [1 photo] 
“Clowns als Neger - Minstrels” [product label, no date] [1 photo] 
“Coffle Gang, The” [photocopy of drawing, no date] [1 photo] 
Cole & Johnson [Bob Cole & J. Rosamund Johnson, no date] [1 photo] 
“Cotching the Tune” [drawing by Howard Helmick, no date] [3 photos] 
 
4. D 
“Daddy’s Comin’ Home” [1 photo] 
“Dance, The” [anon.] [1 photo] 
“Dance, The” [by Sheppard] [1 photo] 
“Dance in a Country Tavern” [1 photo] 
“Dance of the Haymakers” [1 photo] 
“Dat’s de Lick, Little Ellick” [1 photo] 
Davis, Gussie Lord 
[3/4 profile, left] [3 photos] 
[“Latest Songs by Gussie L. Davis”, 4x5 drawing] [1 photo] 
[“Latest Songs by Gussie L. Davis”, 8x10 drawing] [1 photo] 
“Latest Songs by the Popular Author…”, 4x5] [1 photo] 
“Den I Reckon de Wise Folks might an’ May” [2 photos] 
“Down Among the Sugar-Cane” [music cover] [1 photo] 
Douglass, John Henry w/ grandfather, Frederick Douglass [1 photo] 
 
5. E 
“Evening at the Quarters” [1 photo] 
 
6. F 
“Fiddler, The” [by Edward Windsor Kemble, ca. 1886] 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
[3x4] [1 photo] 
“Fiddler” #2 [photograph] [1 photo] 
“Fiddler Playing for a Cotillion” [ca. 1875] [1 photo] 
Fisk Jubilee Singers 
[8x10] [2 photos] 
[3x5] [3 photos] 
[original Fisk Jubilee Singers, 8x10] [1 photo] 
“Fireman’s Funeral” [by Joseph Becker [1 photo] 
“Flutist, The” [illustration for exhibit promotion] [1 photo] 
[Four Men – unidentified] [1 photo] 
“Funeral Ceremony at Annabon” [engraving by J. W. Cook] [1 photo] 
 
7. G 
“Gems of the American Society” [stereograph by George Barker] [1 photo] 
“Good Hand on Dat ole Banjo” [by J. W. Otto] 
[3x5] [2 photos] 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
“Giving the Bridal Couple a Good Send off” [by Howard 
Melmick] [2 photos] 
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Gotham Attucks Music Co. [logo] [1 photo] 
Greenfield, Elizabeth Taylor 
“The Black Swan” [playbill w/ portrait drawing, ca. 1853] [1 photo] 
[portrait sketch, 4x6 photo] [1 photo] 
 
8. H 
Haverly’s Genuine Colored Minstrels [playbill, ca. 1882] [1 photo] 
“Hear Uncle Roger as he sings” [by J. W. Otts] [1 photo] 
“He’s call dem Scriptures out.” [drawing] 
[3x5] [2 photos] 
[4x6] [4 photos] 
Hewlett, James 
[“as Richard the third in imitation of Mr. Kern”] [2 photos] 
“Hieronymus Sings a Soothing Ditty” [by Arthur Burdett 
Frost] [1 photo] 
Hill, Edwin [3/4 profile, left, 5x6] [1 photo] 
“Holyday Dance, The” [2 photos] 
 
Hyers, Anna Madah 
“Anna Madah Huers. Soprano.” [promotional photo, 8x10, ca. 
1879] [1 photo] 
“Anna Madah Huers. Soprano.” [promotional photo, galley 
print, 5x7, Ca. 1879] [1 photo] 
“Ana M. Hyers” [photograph of cabinet card] [2 photos] 
Hyers, Emma Louise 
“Emma Louise Hyers. Contralto” [promotional photo, 8x10, 
ca. 1879] [1 photo] 
“Emma Louise Hyers. Contralto.” [promotional photo, 5x7, 
galley print, ca. 1879] [1 photo] 
Hyers, May C & Bohee Hyers 
Sheet 1: 
May: in Ariadore contessa costume w/ Bohee, in suitor’s 
costume, kneeling] [left photo] [1 photo] 
Bohee: in formal gown [right photo] [1 photo] 
Sheet 2: 
May: earlier in evening dress [2 poses] [1 photo ea.] 
May and Bohee: in choir/graduation gowns [1 photo] 
Sheet 3: 
8x10 copy of photo, May C. in Ariadore costume w/Bohee 
in suitor’s costume, kneeling [1 photo] 
“Hymn of the Freedman” [sheet music cover, color] [1 photo] 
 
9.        I 
“I acknowledge I did wrong…” [by J. W. Otts] [2 photos] 
10. J 
“Jack Ashore” [wood engraving by Frank Mayer] [2 photos] 
“Jelleman of Soolima [and] Jelleman of Kooranko” 
[copy of illustration, ca. 1825] [1 photo] 
Jenkins, Edmund Thornton [1 photo] 
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“Jes Gib Huh An’nubba Dip, Pawson Demby” [1 photo] 
Johnson, Frank 
[8x10] [2 photos] 
[3x5] [1 photo] 
[5x5, mounted] [1 photo] 
Jones, Absalom [1 photo] 
Jones, Edgar 
[3x4 playbill, in German, ca. June 1894] [1 photo] 
[3x4 playbill, in German, ca. July 1894] [1 photo] 
[3x4 playbill, in German, ca. August 1894] [1 photo] 
[3x5 playbill, in German, ca. 1896 -1897] [1 photo] 
Jones, M. Sissieretta 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
“Black Patti” [8x10] [1 photo] 
Joplin, Scott [1 photo] 
Juba, Master [William Henry Lane] [1 photo] 
11. K – L 
Ladies’ Orchestra, The [1 photo] 
“Late Rev. John Jasper, The” [1 photo] 
Lew, Barzilla 
[8x10, color illustration] [1 photo] 
[8x10, B&W illustration] [1 photo] 
[8x10, color illustration] [1 photo] 
“Listen to the Mocking Bird” [sheet music cover, ca. 1855] [1 photo] 
“Love Song, The” [drawing] [1 photo] 
Lucas, Sam 
[early advertising flyer, no date] [1 photo] 
[“Sam Lucas’ Great Songs”, advertising flyer] [2 photos] 
[“Sprague’s Georgia Minstrels”, illustrating Luca’s 
characters no date] [1 photo] 
12. M 
Madame Quegga 
Sheet 1: 
[Cabinet Card, no date] [1 photo] 
[“The World Famous Boyer-Quegga Novelty Concert, 
Co.”, no date] [1 photo] 
Madam Selika 
[drawing by Lewis Eng. Co., Boston] [5 photos] 
[photo portrait, seated, striped skirt, no date] [1 photo] 
[Male Storyteller #1] 
[5x7] [1 photo] 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
[Male Storyteller #2] 
[5x7] [1 photo] 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
[Male Storyteller #3] 
[5x7] [1 photo] 
[8x10] [2 photos] 
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Gibbs, Harriet [married surname Marshall] [4x6] [1 photo] 
[Meeting in the Woods] [3 photos] 
“Mistrel Parade, The Largest and Best” [1 photo] 
Mitchell, Abbie [exhibit announcement, postcard] [3 photos] 
“Moses, the Baltimore News Vendor” [by Thomas Waterman 
Wood, 
ca. 1858] [2 photos] 
“Music for the Dance” [by Arthur Burdett Frost] 
[5x6, photo turned postcard] [1 photo] 
[8x10] [1 photo] 
“Musicale, Barber Shop, Trenton Fals, New York” [by 
Thomas Hicks, 1866] [1 photo] 
13. N 
“Negro Boy” [by Eastman Johnson, ca. 1860] [1 photo] 
“Negro Funeral” [by George Fuller, ca. 1884] [1 photo] 
“Negro Funeral” #2 [8x10, galley print, no date] [1 photo] 
“Negro Funeral in Virginia” [ca. 180] [1 photo] 
“Negro Jazz Band” [or “Negro Girl Dancer”], 
[by Charles Demuth no date] [1 photo] 
“Negro Quarters” [by John William Orr, no date] [1 photo] 
“Negro Village on a Southern Plantation” [ca. 1852] [1 photo] 
 
14. O 
“Oh, Shoutin’s Mighty Sweet” [by Edward Windsor Kemble]  [2 photos] 
“Oregon Fashionable Ball, An” [ca. 1856]
 
[1 photo] ‘Out of Bondage” 
[snapshot of framed image] [1 photo] 
[photocopy of promotional drawing] [1 photo] 
15. P 
“Parting Song, The” [ca. 1870] [1 photo] 
“Pell’s Serenaders” [includes Juba, no date] [1 photo] 
“Plantation Song” [by J. W. Otto, no date] [2 photos] 
[“Porter and the mule”] [1 photo] 
Porter, Maggie [original Fisk Jubilee Singer; copy of, 
painted portrait ca. 1875.] [1 photo] 
 
16. Q – R 
Redpath, J [James?] [1 photo] 
“Rev. Ezekiel Moses” [by Edward Windsor Kemble, no date]  [1 photo] 
17. S 
Selika [sheet music cover, ca. 1877] [1 photo] 
[“Sharpening the Ax”] [1 photo] 
“Slave Fiddler for Colonial Dancers’ [by Howard Helmick, [1 photo] ca. 
1894] 
Small, Winifred May [galley print of photo, no date] [1 photo] 
     “So wid My Hoe I go / Row on Row / Row on Row” [Edward 
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Windsor Kemble, no date]                                                   
“Southern Oyster Man, A” [engraving by B. West Clinedinst,  
ca. 1889]                                                                       
18. T 
“There’s a Place in the Old Vacant Chair” [sheet music cover, 
music by Will Marion Cook]  
“Three Medieval Dancers” 
[3x4]  
[8x10]  
“Tom & Jerry” [playbill, ca 1823]  
Tougaloo College Choir [ca. 1887]  
 
19. U 
“Uncle Aaron’s Advice from the Pulpit” [by Howard Helmick, no 
date]  
“Uncle Henson cuts the Pigeon Wing” [by Howard Helmick, no 
date]  
“Underground Railroad” [by Charles T. Webber, ca. 1893]  
 
20. V 
“Vegetable Mauma, The” [by Alice Smith]  
[Violinist #1]  
[Violinist #2]  
“Voodoo Dance, The” [by Edward Windsor Kemble, ca. 1885–86]  
“Voudoo Dance, A” [by John Durkin, ca. 1887]  
21. W 
Walker, George w/ Aida Walker [Schomburg Center exhibit 
announcement]  
Walnut Street Theatre, Philadelphia, PA 
[B&W, ca. 1812]  
[Reverse B&W image, ca. 1812]  
“Wedding, Long Ago, The” [4x6]  
“When You See the Snow Flakes Falling” [sheet music cover, no 
date]  
“Why Adam Sinned” [sheet music cover]  
William Johnson House [no date]  
Williams’ Colored Singers  
Williams, Bert 
“Let It Alone” [sheet music cover]  
[full portrait]  
Williams, Peter [colorized postcard]  
Williams & Walker 
“The Jolly Jungle Boys”  
[promotion photos of Bert Williams & George 
Walker from cover page of sheet music 
for “Good Morning Carrie!”, no date]  
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[on stage in character costumes, no date]  
[promotion photo together, ¾ profile left, no date]  
[full front promotion photo w/ hats, canes & gloves, no date]   
22. X – Y 
“Yon go dat po’ Grimshaw Gang, movin’ ergin” [by James Henry 
Moser, ca 1882]  
23. Z 
Zouave Cadets [color drawings, no date]  
 
Box 46a, Series 20 [46a:21] 
21. Photographs – 19th Century, negatives 
1. A to B 
African Grove Theatre, playbill, c. 1821 [1 negative] 
“Ante-Bellum Sermon, An” # 2 [1 negative] 
“Ante-Bellum Sermon, An” # 4 [1 negative] 
“Artist Selecting an Instrument, An” [1 negative] 
“Bamboula, The” [1 negative] 
“Bamboula, The”, detail section [1 negative] 
“Banjo Song” # 2 [1 negative] 
“Banjo Song” # 3 [1 negative] 
“Banjo Song” # 4 [1 negative] 
“Baptizing, A” [1 negative] 
“Bivouac Fire on the Potomac” [1 negative] 
“Black Joe, The Fiddler” [1 negative] 
“Black Tom, the Little Sweep Ho of New York” [1 negative] 
“Blackville Gallery, No. 1, The” [1 negative] 
Bland, James [1 negative] 
“Blowing the Quills” [1 negative] 
“Bota-Kim-Mo, or Chanting Priest Invoking the Moh’s Before a 
Hunt” [1 negative] 
“Breakdown, The – American Home Series”   
Brother Lazarus, Des er minute fo’ yer fling dat line”  
“Burial of a Family Servant, The” 
“By the fireplace”  
 
2. C 
“Cabin Tale, A” [1 negative] 
“Cake Walk, The” [1 negative] 
“Cake Walk” # 2 [1 negative] 
“Cake Walk” # 3 [1 negative] 
“Call to Labor”                                                                          [1 negative] 
“Camp of Negro Refugees”                                                      [1 negative] 
“Celebrating Christmas”                                                           [1 negative] 
“Christmus is a-Comin”                                                            [1 negative] 
“Clown – Spaese Die Clowns als Neger-Minstrela”                 [1 negative] 
“Colored Preacher, A”                                                              [1 negative] 
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“Contraband Camp at City Point – An Evening Prayer Meeting, 
The”                                                                               
“Coon Hunt – Telling Stories Round the Camp Fire, The”       
“Corn-Shucking, The”  
“Corn-Shucking Song”  
“Courtyard of a Rice Mill. The Noon Hour”  
“Crab Man, The”  
 
3. D to E 
“Dance, The” 
“Dance, The” by Sheppard  
“Dancing in the Sun”  
Davis, Gussie 
Demuth, Charles paintings  
“Dinner-Time at the Tobacco Factory”  
“Dis Heah’s a Fus’-Class Thing ter Work off Bad Tempers wid”  
“Ebony Bridal, The – The Ball”  
“Ebony Bridal – Marching to the Feast”  
“Ebony Bridal – Wedding Ceremony in the Cabin”  
“Echoes of Old Plantation Melodies”  
“Election Parade of a Negro Governor, A”  
“Evening at the Quarters”  
 
4. F to H 
“Family Worship in a Plantation in South Carolina”  
“Festival, The”  
“Few Low Sweet Chords Vibrated upon the Moonlit Air, A”  
“Fiddler, The”  
“Fiddler playing for a Citillion”  
“Fireman’s Funeral, A”  
“First Day of the Yam Custom, The”, panel 1  
“First Day of the Yam Custom, The”, panel 2  
“First Day of the Yam Custom, The”, panel 3  
Fisk Jubilee Singers  
“Fog Horn, The – St. John’s River”  
“Funeral, The”  
“Funeral Ceremony at Annabon”  
Gotham – Attucks Logo  
“He Preached a Powerful Sermon, and at Its close told something 
of His Life”  
Hewlet, James, handbill  
“Hieronymus sings a soothing ditty”  
“Hunting Song, The – Rural South”  
“Husking Corn”  
“Hyers Sisters Combination”, advertising bill  
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Box 46b, Series 20 [46b:21] 
21. Photographs – 19th Century, negatives 
5. I to L 
“In Ole Virginny” [1 negative] 
“I’se Ringin’ fo’de Cake Walk” [2 
negatives negative]  
“Jackson, Fla. – Professors of ‘Chin-Music’ Displaying  
Accomplishments in Front of the Market”  
“Jelleman of Soolimana”                                                            
“Jelleman of Soolima [and] Jelleman of Kooranko”  
“Jerry’s Melodious Bass Broke into the Old Song” [1 
“Jes Gib Huh An-nubba Dip, Pawson Demby” [4  
“Jew’s – Harp, The” [1 negative] 
“Jim, the Ferry Boy” [1 negative] 
“Jolly Raftful, A” [1 negative] 
Jones, M. Sissieretta [1 negative] 
(Jones, M. Sissieretta) Black Patti [1 negative] 
“Juba Dance, The” [1 negative] 
“Jug Band of Palatka, Fla., The” [1 negative] 
“Juvenile Band, Fernandina, The” [1 negative] 
“Jasper, The Late Rev. John” [1 negative] 
Lew, Barzilla [1 negative] 
“Life Sketches in the Metropolis” [1 negative] 
“Love Song, The” [1 negative] 
6. M to N 
“Male Storyteller” # 1, 2, & 3 [17  
“Music for the Dance” [1 negative] 
“Mammy’s Churning Song” [1 negative] 
“Music Hath Charms” [1 negative] 
“Music Hath Charms” [1 negative] 
“My Gal’s a High-Born Lady” [1 negative] 
“Negro Camp Meeting in the South, A” [1 negative] 
“Negro Funeral” # 2 [1 negative] 
“Negro Funeral in Virginia, A” [1 negative] 
“Negro Minstrels” [1 negative] 
“Negro Prayer Meeting” by Champney [1 negative] 
“Negro Prayer Meeting” by Rogers [1 negative] 
“Negro Village on a Southern Plantation”  
“Night Amusements in the Confederate Camp”  
“Nursing Place of Minstrelsy, The”  
7. O to Q 
“Old Gabe” [1 negative] 
“Old Hominy Man” [1 negative] 
“Old Plantation Play-Song” [1 negative] 
“Old-Time Midnight Slave Funeral, An”                                  
“Ol’ Lijah Wuz de Bes’ Man; He’d Cut de Pigin-Wing”  
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“On the Observation Pltform of a Vestibule Train, Entering 
 Charleston, S.C. – ‘Music by the Bottle Band’“  
“On with the Dance”  
“Oregon Fashionable Ball, An”  
“Palaver, A”  
“Parting Song, The”  
“Pennsylvania–Schuylkill County Prison at Pottsville – 
The ‘Prisoner’s March’ for exercise in the Corridor”  
“Picking the Nuts. Scenes and Incidents of a Southern Tour 
Peanut Culture on the Battlefield of Petersburg”  
“Prayer Meeting”  
“Prayer Meeting in a Contraband Camp–Washington, 1862” 
“Preacher, The”  
“Quorum Dances a Breakdown”  
 
Box 46c, Series 20 [46c:21] 
21. Photographs – 19th Century, negatives 
8. R to S 
“Read de Chapter”  
“Registration at the South – Scene at North Carolina”  
‘Round, Round They Go”  
“Sabbath among Slaves, The”  
“Saturday Evening’s Dance”  
“Scene on a Mississippi Steamer – The Parting Song”  
“Scene on a Southern Plantation”  
“Shouting”  
“Shucking, The”  
[Singers – Unidentified]  
“Slaves Quarters in the Old Knickerbocker Mansion” 
“Some one produced a Fiddle, and they Danced…”  
“Song of the Oystermen”  
“Southern Oyster Peddler, A”  
“Step wid de Banjo an’ Glide wid de Fiddle”  
“Story Teller, The”  
“Street Music”  
“Summons to a Tobacco Sale, The”  
“Sunny South, The – A Negro Revival Meeting – A Seeker 
‘Getting Religion”  
9. T to Y 
“There’s Music in the Air”  
“Three Medieval Dancers”  
“Virginia - A Night Scene in Lynchburg during the Tobacco 
Season, Negro Tobacco. Farmers Making Merry”  
“Virginia Hoe-Down”  
“Virginia Reel, The”  
“Virginia –At a Colored Revival meeting – ‘Oh! Come Down 
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from Heben, en Ride Roun’ in de Hearts eu Des Sinners”  
“Voodoo Dance, The”  
“Voudoo Dance, A”  
“Walking for the Cake”  
“Whistler, The”  
“Wild Bill, Walter, and Utopia”  
“Winter Holydays in the Southern States, Plantation Frolic On 
Christmas Eve”  
“You Wanter Hear a Tale?”  
 
Box 46c, series 22 [46c:22] 
22. Postcard collection 
African Meeting House, Boston, ca. 1890  
“Afternoon of a Georgia Faun”, by Steve Hannock  
Broadway & Trinity Church, New York, ca. 1830  
Castle Garden, New York, ca. 1852  
City Hall & Park Row, New York, ca. 1830  
Dunbar Hotel, Los Angeles, ca. 1929  
Federal Hall, New York, ca. 1797  
Greenwich & Dey Streets, New York, ca 1810  
John Wesley Clock at John Street Church, New York, no date  
“Philip Embury Preaching 1766”, by J. B. Whitaker, ca. 1884  
“Untitled 1982”, by Jean Michel Basquiat, ca. 1982   
 
 
Box 47, Series 23 [47:23] 
23. Photographs, oversized 
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers; program 
October 24th, 1940 [1 doc] 
Ammons, Gene [1 photo] 
Byas, Don [1 photo] 
Davis, Miles [2 photos] 
Garner, Erroll [1 photo] 
Gordon, Dexter [1 photo] 
Hampton, Lionel [1 photo] 
Horne, Lena [1 photo] 
“I think and awful lot of you”, sheet music cover, reverse image [1 photo] 
“Jazz in the Great Tradition”, 1967 [1 photo] 
Moody, James [1 photo] 
Nance, Ray [1 photo] 
Negro Women’s Orchestra and Civic Ass’n. [1 photo] 
“Pinkster Ode”, cover and title page [2 photos] 
Price, Leontyne [1 photo] 
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Box 48; Series 24 [48:24] 
24. Musical scores, published original –Campbell through Woodstock 
1. Campbell, Lucie E. Jesus Gave Me Water. Memphis: Lucie E. 
Campbell & C. R. Williams, 1950. Score: 5 p., 27 cm. 
For piano and voice. [1 folder] 
2. Campbell, Lucie E. Something Within. Memphis: Campbell & 
Williams, 1950. Score: 2 p., 27 cm. For piano and voice. 
3. Creamer, Henry & J. Turner Layton. After You’ve Gone. New York: 
Morley Music Co., 1918. Score: 4 p., 28 cm. For piano, guitar and 
voice.  
4. Des Verney, Bertha. Come Down, Sinner! New York: Bertha Des 
Verney, 1960. Score: 3 p., 31 cm. For the piano and voice.  
5. Des Verney, Bertha. De Ole Sheep Done Know De 
Road. New York: Bertha Des Verney, 1956. Score: 3 p., 
31 cm. For piano and voice.  
6. Des Verney, Bertha. The Elks’ Song. New York: Bertha Des 
Verney, 1958. Score: 5 p., 31 cm. For piano and voice.  
7. Des Verney, Bertha. O Mary, Where is yo’ Little Boy? New York: 
Bertha Des Verney, 1958. Score: 5 p., 31 cm. For the piano and 
voice.  
8. Des Verney, Bertha. On the Plains, Hallelujah! 
(Christmas Spiritual). New York: Bertha Des Verney, 
1960. Score: 5 p., 31 cm. For the piano and voice.  
9. Des Verney, Bertha. The Shadow of the Almighty(From 
the Ninety First Psalm). New York: Bertha Des Verney, 
1966. Score: 7 p., 31cm. For the piano and voice.  
10. Hall, Frederick. Deliverance, an oratorio. Winona Lake, 
Indiana; Rodeheaver Hall-Mack Company; 1963. Scores: 
76 p., 26 cm., bound. For piano with voices. Contents: 
Introduction (Instrumental), My God, why hast Thou 
forsaken me?; Wilt Thou forget me; O Lord?; Hear the 
voice of my supplication; As the hart panteth; 
Give ear, my people; I will lift up mine eyes; The Lord is 
my portion; They that wait; Surely, I say of the Lord; I am 
the Lord; I waited patiently; Come let us sing; When I 
cried unto Thee; and The Lord 
is my light.  
11. Heyward, Sammy and Langston Hughes. Six Shades of 
Blue. New York: Rual Music Co., Inc., 1947. Score: 2 p., 
29 cm. For guitar and 
voice. (2 copies)  
12. Johns, Al. In Dahomey, Characteristic March and Cake 
Walk. New York: Sol Bloom, 1902. Score: 6 p., 36cm. 
For piano. Fragile condition.  
13. Johnson, Cole and Johnson. Excerpts from the latest 
Hits of the Season. New York: Joseph W. Stern & Co., 
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1902. Score: 1 p., 35 cm. For piano and voice. Excerpts 
include: Nobody’s Lookin’ but de Owl an’ de Moon; The 
Old Flag never touched the Ground; The Maiden with 
the Dreamy Eyes; My Castle on the Nile; My Heart’s 
Desiah; When de Jack O’Lantern starts to walk about; 
Magdaline my Southern Queen; No use in askin’ ‘cause 
you know the reason why; Ma Mississippi Belle; Why 
don’t the Band play?; I’ve got troubles of my own.  
14. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The Irish Volunteers’ Parade March and 
Quick-step. N.d. Score: 2 p., 35 cm. For military band.  
15. Johnson, J. Rosamond. The Siberian Dip. New York: Jerome N. 
Remick & Co., 1911. Score: 5 p., 35 cm. For piano.  
16. Joplin, Scott. Felicity Rag. St. Louis: Stark Music 
Printing and Publishing Co., 1911. Score: 4 p., 36 cm. 
For piano. Very fragile condition; part of last page  
missing.  
17. Smith, Hale. Three Brevities for Solo Flute. New York: Edward B. 
Marks Music Corporation, 1969. Score: 3 p., 31 cm. For flute.  
18. Swanson, Howard. Short Symphony. New York: 
Weintraub Music Company, 1951. Score: 59 p., 23 cm. 
For two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, 
two horns, two trumpets, trombone, timpani and strings.  
19. Sweatman, Wilber C. S. Down Home Rag. Chicago: Will Rossiter, 
1911. Score: 3 p., 36 cm. For piano.  
20. Uncle Tom’s Prophecy Amongst the Lowly. Liverpool: 1853. Score: 
8 p., 36 cm. For the piano and voice.  
21. Woodstock March. N.d. Score: 2p., 35 cm. For the piano  
 
Box 48; Series 25 [48:25] 
25. Musical scores, photocopies – Aldridge through Gilbert 
1. Aldridge, A. Ira & Alfred H. Quaritch. Thou Art With Me. 
Metzler & Co., 1909. Score: 4 p., 36 cm. For piano and 
voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
2. Appo, William & T. C. Stephens. John Tyler’s Lamentation. N.d. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
3. Balmer, C. Iola Waltz. N.d. Score: 2 p, 28 cm. for piano. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
4. Bethune, Thomas Greene “Blind Tom”. That Welcome Day. J. G. 
Bethune, 1881. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
5. Bethune, Thomas Greene “Blind Tom”. Waggin’ up Zion’s Hill. J. 
G. Bethune, 1881. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. 
Facsimile of manuscript.  
6. Bland, James. In the Morning by the Bright Light. John 
F. Perry & Co., n.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano and 
voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
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7. Bland, James. Old Fashioned Homestead. Oliver 
Ditson & Co., 1883. Score: 3 p., 32 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. [ 
8. Bradford, Perry Crazy Blues. New York: Perry Bradford 
Music Publishing Company, 1920. Score: 4 p., 36 cm. For 
piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
9. Brady, William. Carnaval Waltz. [sic] New York: Atwill’s, 1845. 
Score: 2 p., 35 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
10. Carnes, Frederick G. & Sam Booth. Grand Vocal Waltz 
of Magic. Copyrighted by Sampson Williams, 1877. 
Score: 9 p., 37 cm. For piano and voice; specifically 
written for performance by Selika. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
11. Ching a Ring Chaw, or Sambo’s ‘Dress to He’ Bred’rin. Baltimore: 
George Willig Jr., 1833. Score: 3 p. with title page and historical 
notes, 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
12. Cole, Bob & J. Rosamond Johnson. Under the Bamboo 
Tree. New York : Jos. W. Stern & Co., c1902. Score: 1 
p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. (2 
copies)  
13. Conner, A. F. R. I. O. of O. F. Quadrilles. Philadelphia: T. J. Williams, 
1846. Score: 6 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
14. Conner, A. F. R. New York Polk Waltz. Philadelphia: A. Fiot, 1846. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
15. Conner, A. J. R. Fashionable London Polka Waltz. Score: 1 p., 28 
cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
16. Conner, A. J. R. Fashionable London Polka Waltz. Philadelphia: 
Lee & Walker’s, 1845. Score: 1 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
17. Conner, A. J. R. General Taylor’s Gallop. Philadelphia: 
Osbourn’s Music Saloon, 1846. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For 
piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
18. Conner, A. J. R. The Mallet or Stop Waltz. 
Philadelphia: Lee & Walker, 1846. Scope: 2 p., 36 
cm. Facsimile of manuscript. 
19. Conner, A. J. R. Valse à Cinq Temps. Philadelphia: A. Fiot, 1847. 
Score: 2 p., 33 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
20. Connor, A. J. R. The Amerian Polka Quadrilles. Philadelphia: A. Fiot, 
1846. Score: 7 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
21. Connor, A. J. R. Chestnut Street Promenade Quadrilles. 
Philadelphia: Edward L. Walker, 1850. Score: 6 p., 36 cm. For 
piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
22. Connor, A. J. R. Connor’s Third Sett Polka Quadrilles. Philadelphia: 
Edward L. Walker, 1850. Score: 7 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
23. Connor, A. J. R. My Cherished Hope, My Fondest Dream. N.d. 
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Score: 2 p., 23 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
24. Connor, A. J. R. My Cherished Hope, My Fondest Dream. N.d. 
Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
25. Connor, A. J. R. Remedy Against Sleep. Philadelphia: Lee & Walker, 
n.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
26. Cook, Will Marion. In Dahomey. A Negro Musical 
Comedy. London: Keith, Prowse & Co. Ltd., 1902. 
Scores: 135 p., 30 cm. Facsimile of manuscripts. 
Contents: Cover page; Table of Contents; Characters; 
Overture by Will Marion Cook; My Dahomian Queen, by 
J. Leubrie Hill and Frank B. Williams; Caboceers 
Entrance; Swing Along; Molly Green, words by Will 
Marion Cook & Cecil Mack; On Broadway in Dahomey 
Bye and Bye, by Al Johns and Alex Rogers; I want to be 
a Actor Lady, by Harry von Tilzer and Vincent Bryan; 
Brown-Skin Baby Mine words by Will Marion Cook & 
Cecil Mack; Leader of the Colored Aristocracy, words by 
James W. Johnson; Society; I’m a 
Jonah Man, by Alex Rogers; The Czar; On Emancipation 
Day, words by Paul Laurence Dunbar; On Emancipation 
Day (march); Chocolate Drops (cake walk); Jig; Happy Jim 
(cake walk); and That’s how the Cake Walk’s done, by J. 
Leubrie Hill.      
27. Creamer, Henry & J. Turner Layton. Way Don Yonder in 
New Orleans. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein, & Co. Inc., 
1922. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of 
manuscript. 
28. Davis, Gussie L. Baby’s Laughing in Her Sleep. 
Cincinnati, George Propheter, Jr., n.d. Score: 4 p., 28 
cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
29. Davis, Gussie L. In the Baggage Coach Ahead. N.d. Score: 2 p., 
28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. 
 
30. Davis, Gussie L. In the Baggage Coach Ahead. N.d. Score: 4 p., 
29 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
31. Davis, Gussie L. Irene Good Night. George Propheter Jr., 1886. 
Score: 6 p., 29 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
32. Davis, Gussie L. Like Echoes of Harp Strings. New 
York: B. W. Hitchcock, 1 v892. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
33. Davis, Gussie L. ‘Lime Up de Ladder to de Clouds. New York: 
Hitchcock and McCargo Publishing Co., Ltd., 1891. Score: 4 p., 28 
cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)  
34. Davis, Gussie L. We Sat Beneath the Maple on the Hill. F. W. 
Helmick, 1880. Score: 4 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile 
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of manuscript.  
35. Davis, Gussie L. When they Straightened All the 
Colored People’s Hair. New York: Spaulding & Gray, 
1894. Score: 4 p., 34 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
36. Davis, Gussie L. & Henry V. Neal. Just Set a Light. New York: 
Howie Haviland & Co., 1896. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. For piano and 
voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
37. Davis, Gussie L. & James R. Ring. My Sailor Lad’s 
Return. George Propheter Jr., 1887. Score: 3 p., 28 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
38. Davis, Gussie L. & W. H. Windom. The Fatal Wedding. 
Spaulding, Kornder & Co., 1893. Score: 4 p., 28 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
39. Davis, Gussie L. & W. H. Windom. The Fatal Wedding. 
Spaulding, Kornder & Co., 1893. Score: 4 p., 36 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
40. Euba, Akin. Scenes from Traditional Life. M. Witmark & Sons, 1921. 
Score: 10 p., 30 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
41. Freedmen of Port Royal. Down in the Lonesome Valley. 
Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co., 1864. Score: 3 p., 36 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
42. Furman, James. A Joyful Expression – Hehlehlooyuh! Chapel Hill, 
N.C.: Hinshaw Music Co., 1978. Score: 15 p., 28 cm. For piano and 
voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
43. Gilbert, Henry F. Three American Dances. Boston: 
Boston Music Co., 1919. 24 p., 28 cm. Contents: Uncle 
Remus, Delphine, B’rer Rabbit. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
 
Box 49; Series 25 [49:25] 
25. Musical scores, photocopies [continued] – Hampton Singers through Joplin 
44. Hampton Singers. Spiritual song sheets. N.d. Score: 3 p., 36 cm. 
For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. (3 copies)  
45. Hazzard, I. The Alarm Gun Quadrille. Philadelphia: I. Hazzard, 1842. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
46. Hazzard, I. Davis’ Quick Step. Philadelphia: I. Hazzard, 1843. Score: 
1 p., 35 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
47. Hazzard, I. Miss Lucy Neal Quadrille. Philadelphia: 
George Willig, 1844. Score: 1 p., 36 cm. For the piano 
forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
48. Hazzard, J. Croton Waltz. Philadelphia: Osbourn’s 
Music Saloon, 1844. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For the piano 
forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
49. Hemmenway, James. General La Fayette’s Turmpet 
March & Quick Step. Philadelphia: George Willig, 1824. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of 
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manuscript.  
50. Hemmenway, James. The Philadelphia Hop Waltz. Philadelphia: 
George Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 33 cm. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
51. Hemmenway, James. The Philadelphia Hop Waltz. Philadelphia: 
George Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript. (2 copies)  
52. Hemmenway, James. Philadelphia Serenading Grand 
March. Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 
cm. For the piano forte with accompaniment for the 
flute or violin. Facsimile of manuscript.  
53. Hemmenway, James. That rest so sweet like bliss above. N.d. Score: 
1 p., 22 cm. For voice. Facsimile of manuscript. [negative image]  
54. Hemmenway, James. That rest so sweet like bliss above. N.d. Score: 
1 p., 28 cm. For voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
55. Hemmenway, James. The Third set of Quadrilles. Philadelphia: G. 
Willig, 1827. Score: 3 p., 34 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of  
manuscript.  
56. Hogan, Ernest. All Coons Look Alike To Me. London: M. 
Witmark & Sons, 1896. Score: 4 p., 35 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
57. J. G. E. To Win the Love of Thee. Philadelphia: John F. 
Nunns, n.d. Score: 1 p., 22 cm. For piano and voice. 
Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)  
58. Jackson, Wm. & Chas. Wright. The End of the Titanic in the Sea. 
Medina, N.Y.: Krompart Publishing Company, 1912. Score: 4 p., 35 
cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
59. Jim Crow. New York: E. Riley, 1925. Score: 3 p., 36 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
60. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The American Boy. Philadelphia: J. G. 
Osbourn, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. for piano and voice. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
61. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Bingham’s Cotillion. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score” 2 p., 28 cm. For 
the piano forte with accompaniment for flute or violin. 
Facsimile of manuscript.  
62. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Bingham’s Cotillion. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 5 p., 36 cm. For 
piano forte with flute or violin. Facsimile of manuscript.  
63. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. Boone Infantry’s Brass Band 
Quick Step. Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music Saloon, n.d. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript. 
 
64. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Buffalo City Guards Parade March. 
Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music Saloon, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For 
military band. Facsimile of manuscript.  
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65. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Butchers & Drovers Grand 
March. Philadelphia: J. G. Osburn, 1842. Score: 3 p., 35 
cm. For brass band. Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)  
66. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. Cape May Gallopade. Philadelphia: J. 
G. Osbourn, n.d. Score: 2 p., 32 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
67. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Capt. J. G. Watmough’s Kent 
Bugle Slow March. N.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For the piano 
forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
68. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. A Choice Collection of 
New Cottillions, for the Piano Forte. Philadelphia: G. 
E. Blake, n.d. 4 p., 34 cm. Contents: Paddy 
O’Rafferty, The Patriot, Tho’ ‘tis All but a Dream, 
Even as the Sun, The Dashing White Sergeant, and 
Retour de Windsor. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
69. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The Citizen’s Quadrilles. Philadelphia: 
Fiot, Meignen & Co., 1837. Score: 5 p., 36 cm. For piano. 
Facsimile of manuscript.  
70. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Colonel C. G. Childs’ 
Parade March. Philadelphia: G. Willig, 1826. Score: 2 
p., 36 cm. For brass band. Facsimile of manuscript.  
71. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Colonel C. G. Childs’ Parade 
March. Philadelphia: G. Willig, 1826. Score: 3 p., 35 cm. 
For piano forte with accompaniment for flute or violin and 
obligate parts for the Kent bugle and trumpet. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
72. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Colonel C. G. Childs’ Parade 
March. Philadelphia: G. Willig, 1826. Score: 3 p., 35 cm. 
For piano forte with accompaniment for flute or violin and 
obligate parts for the Kent bugle and trumpet. Facsimile of 
manuscript. [negative image]  
73. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Dandy Jim of Caroline. 1844. Score: 1 p., 
22 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
74. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Dandy Jim of Caroline. Philadelphia: J. G. 
Osbourn, 1844. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
75. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Dandy Jim of Caroline. Philadelphia: J. G. 
Osbourn, 1844. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile 
of manuscript. (2 copies)  
76. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Deux Quadrilles. Philadelphia: Fiot, 
Meignen & Co., n.d. Score: 6 p., 36 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
77. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. General Cadwalader’s March. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 1 p., 36 cm. For the piano. 
Facsimile of manuscript.  
78. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Honour to the Brave General La 
Fayette’s Grand March. Philadelphia: T. Carr, n.d. Score: 4 
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p., 36 cm. Contents: Introduction, La Fayette, 
Washington,The Morris, The National Guest, 
and Cadwallader. For brass band. Facsimile of manuscript. 
79. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. If Sleeping Now Fair Maid of Love. N.d. 
Score: 1 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. 
80. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. If Sleeping Now Fair Maid of 
Love. N.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. 
Facsimile of manuscript. (4 copies)  
81. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. If Sleeping Now Fair Maid of Love. N.d. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
82. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The Irish Volunteers’ Parade 
March and Quick-Step. N.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. 
Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)  
83. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. The Irish Volunteers’ Parade 
March and Quick-Step. N.d. Score: 2 p., 37 cm. For 
piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
84. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s Celebrated 
Victoria Gallop. Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music 
Saloon, 1839. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. 
For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
85. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s Contillions [sic]. 
N.d. Score: 3 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of 
manuscript. Contents: Tom & Jerry, Alice, Ballston, 
Love in a Village, and Saratoga.  
86. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s Cotillions. 
Philadelphia: n.d. Score: 13 p., 28 cm. Contents: 
Lewis, Elles [?], Mary, William, Joseph, Chase, The 
Signal, Spring, The Cymbal, Maria Louisa, Is there a 
heart Arranged as a cotillion [sic], and Maria Caroline. 
For the piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
87. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s Voice Quadrilles. 
Philadelphia: George W. Hewitt & Co., 1838. Score: 4 p. 
with historical newspaper documentation, 28 cm. For band 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
88. Johnson, Francis [Francis]. Lieut. Harrison’s Kent Bugle Quick March. 
N.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript. 
(2 copies)  
89. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. March in the Catarct of the Ganges. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 1 p., 32 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript. [negative image]  
90. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. March in the Catarct of the Ganges. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 1 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript. (2 copies)  
91. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. March in the Catarct of the Ganges. 
Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript. (2 copies)  
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92. Johnson, Frank [Francis]. The Monongahela Waltz. Philadelphia: 
Osbourn’s Music Saloon, 1845. Score: 2 p.,36 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript.   
93. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. New Bird Waltz. Philadelphia: 
Osbourn’s Music Saloon, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For the 
piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
 
94. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. New Cotillions for Balls and 
Private Parties. New York: A. Fleetwood, n.d. Score: 2 p., 
36 cm. Contents: Bonnets of Blue, Bonnie Breast Knot, 
Kelvin Grove, Pantalon from La Dame Blanche, and March, 
march, Etrick, & c. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
95. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Philadelphia Firemen’s Cotillion. 
Philadelphia: G. E. Blake, n.d. Score: 1 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
96. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Philadelphia Grays Quick Step. 
Philadelphia: Fiot, Meignon & Co. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For the piano 
forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
97. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The Star Spangled Banner, a 
New Set of Cotillions. Philadelphia: Fiot, Meignen & Co., 
1828. Score: 5 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript. 
Contents: Edward, Margaretta, Eliza, Charlotte, and The 
Promenade.  
98. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Third Company of Washington 
Guards Kent Bugle Quick March. N.d. Score: 1 p., 28 cm. 
For the piano forte with flute accompaniment. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
99. Johnson, Francis & Miss M. A. Oh turn away those mournful Eyes. 
Philadelphia: G. Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 28 cm. For piano and 
voice. Facsimile of manuscript.   
100. Johnson, Francis & Miss M. A. Oh turn away those mournful 
Eyes. Philadelphia: G. Willig, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)   
101. Joplin, Scott. Maple Leaf Rag. St. Louis: Stark Music Co., 1899. 
Score: 4 p., 35 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
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25. Musical scores, photocopies [continued] – Lee through Williams 
102. Lee, David & Miss Pardoe. Write to me, Love. Philadelphia: J. G. 
Osbourn, n.d. Score: 1 p., 28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
103. Mack, Cecil & Jimmy Johnson. Charleston. New York: 
Harms, Inc., 1923. Score: 5 p., 36 cm. For piano, 
ukulele, and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
104. Piccayune Butler. Baltimore: F. D. Benteen, 1847. Score: 2 p., 32 
cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
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105. Postlewaite, J. W. Pleyade Schottisch. Missouri: Balmer & Weber, 
1859. Score: 1 p., 28 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
106. Postlewaite, J. W. St. Louis Greys Quick Step. Score: 1 p., 31 cm. 
For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
107. Postlewaite, J. W. St. Louis Greys Quick Step. St. Louis: Balmer & 
Weber, n.d. Score: 2 p., 36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
108. Razafkeriefo, Andrea. The 15ht Infantry. New York: The 
Crusader Music Co., 1919. Score: 3 p., 35 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
109. Sissle, Noble & Eubie Blake. I’m Just Wild About Harry. Score: 3 p., 
28 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
110. Trevelyan, Arthur & Gussie L. Davis. Down in Poverty 
Row. New York: Jos. W. Stern & Co., 1896. Score: 4 p., 
36 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
111. Vaughn, James. Cake Walk. Happy Jim. London: Keith, 
Prowse & Co. Ltd., 1903. Score: 6 p., 28 cm. For piano. 
Facsimile of manuscript.  
112. Williams, Frank. Dat’s Another Pull Back. Cincinnati: W. 
C. Peters & Sons, 1854. Score: 4 p., 36 cm. For piano 
and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
113. Williams, H. F. Croton Waltz. Phladelphia: A. Fiot, 1844. Score: 2 p., 
36 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
114. Williams, H. F. Lauriett. New York: Firth & Hall, 1840. Score: 3 p., 
36 cm. For piano and voice. Facsimile of manuscript.  
115. Williams, Henry. Waysville March. Philadelphia: John F. Nunns, n.d. 
Score: 1 p., 36 cm. For piano. Facsimile of manuscript.  
116. Williams, Henry F. Rose Schottisch. Boston: Oliver Ditson,1852. 
Score: 2 p., 36 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
Box 50; Series 26 [50:26] 
26. Musical scores, covers only 
1. Bethune, Thomas Green “Blind Tom”. Cyclone Galop. N.d. Cover: 
36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
2. [Bethune, Thomas Greene “Blind Tom”]. Tom the Blind 
Negro Boy Pianist. Oliver Gallop and Virginia Polka. Ne 
York: Horace Waters, n.d. Cover: 36 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
3. Carnes, Frederick G. Grand Vocal Waltz of Magic. San 
Francisco: Sherman & Hyde, n.d. Cover: 36 cm. 
Facsimile of manuscript. 
Composed expressly for Selika Williams. Facsimile of manuscript.  
4. Davis, Gussie L. Dance, Picaninnies, Dance. New York: Hitchcock 
Music Stores, n.d. Cover: 28 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
5. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. The American Boy, a new patriotic song. 
Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music Saloon, n.d. Cover: 36 cm. Facsimile 
of manuscript.  
6. Johnson, [Francis] Frank. Boone Infantry’ Brass Band Quick Step. 
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Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music Saloon, n.d. Cover: 36 cm. For 
brass band. Facsimile of manuscript.  
7. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Buffalo City Guards 
Parade March. Philadelphia: Osbourn’s Music  
Saloon, n.d. Cover: 36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
8. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s Celebrated Voice 
Quadrilles. Philadelphia: George W. Hewitt & Co., 
1840. Cover: 36 cm. Facsimile of manuscript.  
9. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Johnson’s New Cotillion and March. 
Philadelphia: T. Carrs, 1824. Cover: 34 cm. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
10. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Philadelphia Gray’s Quick Step. 
Philadelphia: L. Meignen & Co., n.d. Cover: 28 cm. For the piano 
forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
11. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Recognition March of the 
Independence of Hayti. Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. 
Cover: 28 cm. for the piano forte and flute. Facsimile of 
manuscript. (2 copies)  
12. Johnson, Francis [Frank]. Recognition March of the 
Independence of Hayti. Philadelphia: George Willig, n.d. 
Cover: 35 cm. for the piano forte and flute. Facsimile of 
manuscript.  
13. Joplin, Scott. Treemonisha. New York: Scott Joplin, n.d. Cover: 28 
cm. Facsimile of manuscript. (2 copies)  
14. Roland, E. D. Ladies Polka Quadrilles. Philadelphia: Lee & Walker, 
1849. Cover: 37 cm. For the piano forte. Facsimile of manuscript.  
15. Trevelya, Arthur & Gussie L. Davis. Down in Poverty 
Row. New York: Joseph W. Stern & Co., 1895. 
Cover: 28 cm. Galley print copy of manuscript.  
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27. Out of Bondage 
1. Manuscript, including music scores (photocopy)  
2. Correspondence, Adrienne Dorsey Wheeler [1994 – 1995]  
3. Correspondence, Deane L. Root [1994]  
4. “About this volume”, draft  
5. “Introduction to this volume”, draft  
6. “Acknowledgements”, draft  
7. “Bibliography”, draft  
8. “Notes on the music”, draft  
9. “Index to musical numbers”, draft  
10. “Dramatis personae”, draft  
11. Chorus, from Out of Bondage, v. 16, 1879  
12. Out of Bondage manuscript (copy) without music  
13. Peculiar Sam or The Underground Railroad manuscript (copy)  
14. Excerpted pages from Garland Publication, Out of Bondage  
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15. Original production programs, reviews, announcements (copies)  
16. Descendants of May C. Hyers  
17. Marriage documents of Chonita Hyers Dorsey  
18. Probate records for will of Madah A. Fletcher [nee Hyers] (copies)  
19. Probate records for will of Mary Bohee (copies) 
 
 
MATERIALS STORED SEPERATELY FROM EILEEN SOUTHERN PAPERS: 
Eileen Southern Interview Tapes:  
1. Eubie Blake 5/11/74 
2. [Marion] Cumbo 10/73 
3. [Dean] Dixon 8/13/75 
4-5. Billy Eckstine 3/3/79 [?] 2 cassettes 
6. Jackie McLean 10/20/73 [side 2 is blank?] 
7. Nketia at Berkeley 
8. Nketia at FESTAC 2/77 
9. [Fela] Sowande  
10. W. G. Still 
11-12. Howard Swanson 8/21/73 2 cassettes 
13. Clarence Whiteman Spring 1977 
14-17   Olly Wilson 5/25/74 4 cassettes  
18-20 Teddy Wilson 3 cassettes 
Music: 
21. Undine Smith Moore “Glory to God” 
22. Tillis-Concerto for Trio Pro Viva 
23. Frances Walker Sept. 1974 [this may be an interview] 
24. Symphony of the New World 2/24/74 
25 WNYC Black Composers 5/10/79 
26 George Shirley and Howard Swanson, WQXR 1974 
Unknown: 
    
27. Indiana – Leon Thompson 
28. Indiana 
29. Side 1: Symphony of the New World; Side 2 Swanson and Wilson 5/23/74 
     30-32    Dinner table conversation 5/24/74 3 cassettes 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Eileen Southern Library: Books, Part 1 
Books from the library of Eileen Southern. Donated by Joseph Southern, 2003. 
 
ASCAP Biographical Dictionary. Fourth Edition. New York & London: Jacques Cattell 
Press, 1980. 
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Baker, David N., Belt, Lida M., and Hudson, Herman C. The Black Composer Speaks 
Metuchen, N.J.; London, 1978. 
Bechet, Sidney. Treat It Gentle. New York: Da Capo Press, 1975. 
Bender, Wolfgang, ed. Bayreuth African Studies Series 9: Perspectives on African Music. 
Bayreuth: Bayreuth University, 1989. 
Bethell, Tom. George Lewis A Jazzman From New Orleans. California; London: 
University of California Press, 1977. 
Bigard, Barney. With Louis And the Duke. New York: Oxford University Press, 1986. 
Black Public Sphere Collective. The Black Public Sphere. Chicago; London: University 
of Chicago Press, 1995. 
Blesh, Rudi. Combo USA. Philadelphia; New York; London: Chilton Book Company, 
1971. 
Blesh, Rudi. Shining Trumpets. Second Edition. New York: Da Capo Press, 1975. 
Block, Adrienne Fried. Women In American Music: A Bibliography of Music and 
Literature. Connecticut; England: Greenwood Press, 1979. 
Bogle, Donald. Brown Sugar. New York: Harmony Books, 1980. 
Bordman, Gerald. American Musical Theatre. New York: Oxford University Press, 1978. 
Bordman, Gerald. American Operetta From H.M.S. Pinafore To Sweeney Todd. New 
York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981.   
Breitinger, Eckhard. Perspectives on African Music. Bayreuth University, 1989. 
Brown, Charles T. The Art of Rock And Roll. Second Edition. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 1987. 
Brown, Marion. Recollections. J.A.S. Publikationen, 1984. 
Brunn, H.O. The Story of The Original Dixieland Jazz Band. New York: Da Capo Press, 
1977. 
Buckley, Gail Lumet. The Hornes: An American Family. New York; Scarborough: New 
American Library, 1986.  
Budds, Michael J. Jazz In The Sixties. Iowa: University of Iowa Press, 1978. 
Bullock, Penelope L. The Afro-American Periodical Press 1838-1909. Baton Rouge; 
London: Louisiana State University Press, 1981.  
Butcher, Vada E. Final Report: Project In African Music. Washington, D.C., 1970. 
Calloway, Cab and Rollins, Bryant. Of Minnie the Moocher & Me. New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company, 1976. 
Cartier, Xam Wilson. Be-Bop, Re-Bop. New York: Ballantine Books, 1987. 
Cazort, Jean E., and Hobson, Constance Tibbs. Born To Play: The Life and Career of 
Hazel Harrison. Connecticut; London: Greenwood Press, 1983. 
Charles, Ray, and Ritz, David. Brother Ray: Ray Charles’ Own Story. New York: The 
Dial Press, 1978. 
Charters, Samuel. The Legacy Of the Blues. London: Da Capo Press, Inc, 1977.  
Charters, Samuel B. and Kunstadt, Leonard. Jazz: A History of the New York Scene. New 
York: Da Capo Press, 1981. 
Clayton, Peter and Gammond, Peter. Jazz A-Z. Enfield: Guinness Books, 1986. 
Cole, Bill. John Coltrane. New York: Schirmer Books, 1976. 
Courlander, Harold. Negro Folk Music, U.S.A. New York: Columbia University Press, 
1963. 
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Cowan, Tom and Maguire, Jack. Timelines of African-American History: 500 Years of 
Black Achievement. First Edition. New York: A Roundtable Press/ Perigee Books, 1994. 
Cuney-Hare, Maud. Negro Musicians And Their Music. Washington, D.C.: 1936.  
Dahl, Linda. Stormy Weather: The Music and Lives of a Century of Jazzwomen. New 
York: Limelight Editions, 1984 
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